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Abstract
Filmmakers and theorists have explored the relationship between film and
psychology since the turn of the 19th century, yet this connection has only recently been
investigated from apsychological perspective. The present thesis aims to bridge that
disconnect with the development and pilot study of anew form of therapy: therapeutic
filmmaking. Combining elements of talk, art, and narrative therapies with the novel
contribution of the personal filmmaking process, therapeutic filmmaking represents a
novel contribution to the field of counselling psychology. Three college students seeking
therapy at apost-secondary counselling centre participated in afour-week
phenomenological study exploring this experimental therapy. Several themes emerged
from analysis of participant interviews that were grouped into two categories: the
mechanisms of change through which they achieved therapeutic benefit, and their
experiences of this particular form of therapy. The results are discussed and implications
for future research and practice are reviewed. This exploratory qualitative study
introduces therapeutic filmmaking to researchers and practitioners and lays the
foundation for its further exploration.
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CHAPTER i—INTRODUCTION
In some ways, the field of film theory has advanced at afaster pace than that of
psychotherapy. Despite being nearly half acentury younger than psychology, film theory
has enjoyed the sovereignty afforded the liberal arts but not the sciences: the freedom of.
critical thought without the responsibility of empiricism. Unbound by psychology's
restrictive methodology, film theory has evolved from the study of the relationship
between audience and spectacle to the elaborate and highly diversified topics of feminist
film theory, semiotics, postcolonial film studies, and even the psychology of film. Using
psychological terminology, notably that of Freudian psychoanalytic theory, feminist film
theorists built acase against the oppressive forces of dominant narrative cinema and
inbited revolution. (Mulvey, 1999). Other film theorists explored the cultural implications
'of vari ouscinematic represéItations, using such terms as ego identification, projection;
castratin anxiety, and penis •ehvy (Eng & Han, 2000; Madison, 2000). Indeed, the vast
expanse of space between psychology and film was linked by unconscious forces and ego
satisfaction mans,' years ago, most notably in the 1960s. It only seems appropriate that
now, nearly ahalf century later, psychology will explore that cosmic gap as well,.
'In identifying the gap between psychology and film, another emerges

-

,
that

between the heart and the mind, the treacherous chasm between what Iknow and what I
feel. In designing the present thesis, amajor challenge has been to determine what topic
might satiate both my intellectual curiosity and my passion. Though my initial attempts at
finding this ideal combination were fruitless, it took little time to determine that my
recent and profound experiences with first-person filmmaking-provided the perfect
context within which to work'. In my own experience lay the connection between my
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heart and my mind, the opporturtity to explore academically the phenomenon that
inspired passion in my life.
Bridging the chasm between my heart and mind, the present thesis research
allows me to traverse the expanse between film and psychology through the exploration
of the therapeutic properties offilmmaking. Inspired by experience and passion, this
research will create flight paths between distant interdisciplinary universes, reconnect the
heart with the mind in the context of academic inquiry,' and prove to be the groundwork
'for therapeutic filmmaking.
Overview
The first step in interstellar exploration is learning to fly. The vehicle for this
research is therapeutic' filmmaking, an experimental form of therapy that' combines, on
the one hand, traditional psychotherapy sessions with, on'the other hand, the client's firstperson or autodocumentary filmmaking. This novel form of therapy will be subjected to a
piiot study in the present research to understand participants' experiences of it in practice;
The research asks of the participants, "What was your experience of undergoing
therapeutic. filmmaking?" In asking.this question, my intent is to' determine how
therapeutic filmmaking works and how it is experienced, how well it works according to
the subjective accounts of the participants in the present research, and how it may be
improved for future use with other clients and in different research settings.
The importance of this study lies in its novelty. To my knowledge, filmmaking
has never before been attempted in the context within which it is proposed here. This new
therapeutic approach has important implications, including the creation of anew domain
of inquiry and practice in psychology, providing an alternative form of therapy for those

who may not be inclined to seek more traditional forms of therapy, and increasing the
profile and exposure of amateur filmmaking and psychotherapy in the public sphere. It
may also call attention to the therapeutic benefits of the arts, which may in turn lead to
increased arts funding and greater use of the arts in broader domains of life (e.g., schools,
communities).
In exploring the gap between psychology and film, this research is inevitably
influenced by historical developments in filmmaking and film theory, including the firstperson diarist cinema of Philip Hoffman (2001) and postmodern feminist film theory and
practice (Mulvey, 1999; Stacey, 1994). From psychology, this research is influenced by
the humanist, feminist, and person-centred approaches to therapy, and it finds similarities
in art and.narrative therapies. Mostly, however, this research is influenced by MY own
profound experiences with exploring my own psychology through the creative,
expressive, self-reflexive pro céss of filmmakihg. As such, my experiences guide the
research and play alarge role in its design and implementation.
Considering the profound effects of my own experiences on the development of
this research, Ihave determined that in order to approach this study with an appEopriate
perspective, Imust engage in intensive bracketing and use phenomenological methOds to
unearth the essence of such experience. This way, Iseek to understand the experiences of
others with therapeutic filmmaking from the multiple perspectives of my participants.
Acknowledging my own role in the research, Iwill produce ashort documentary film on
the research process and my experience of engaging with it as the principal investigator.
This documentary will become an integral aspect of my bracketing experience and will
be discussed in further detail later. This research, with its use of an experimental form of
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therapy and, in particular, aphotographic medium at its core, requires significant ethical
consideration which will be discussed in greater depth in the methodology chapter.
The Domain ofInqiiiy
Having completed flight school, the next step of interstellar exploration is to
determine the flight path and what factors may determine its design. Similarly, numerous
contexts inform the development of the present research and deterthine its design. For
example, Ideveloped therapeutic filmmaking (defined here as the intentional, therapeutic
use of the filmmaking process in counselling) in a'practical' context for working with late
adolescents and adults dealing with avariety of non-clinical psychological problems.
Although it may be useful with abroader range of clients, it will initially be .tested with
this adult, non-clinical' 'population, leaving its ,efficacy in other contexts to be determined
by future research.
The theoretical context withih which therapeutic filmmaking developed ensures
that this form of therapy is inclusive, egalitarian, and that. it honours clients as
autonomous, empowered, and capable of deciphering and creating new meaning in their'
lives. These influences also ensure that the research is conducted in an. inclusive,
egalitarian, transparent, collaborative, creative, and self-reflexive way.. Further, these
tenets reflect my personal philosophical position and relate to the personal context within
which the research has been developed. My personal experiences with therapeutic
filmmaking during my tenure as afilm student have significantly altered who Iam and
how Iapproach the world; these experiences have inevitably affected how Idevelop this
pilot study on therapeutic filmmaking. This personal context reflects the influence of my
heart and passion in the development of the present research.
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The influence of my head, or my academic interest, is evident in the research
context of the present study. In order to adequately explore this novel experimental form
of therapy, qualitative inquiry was the best choice of research approach. Phenomenology
(Moustakas, 1994) will be used for the exploration of this topic in order to contextualize,
the research within its proper developmental framework and to answer the research
questions without compromising the integrity of the participants. By enabling the
participàns' voices to speak for themselves in the study, phenomenology honours the
humanity of the participants and ensures their fair treatment in the research process'.
Purpose of the Study

.

One of the numerous purposes of space exploration is to link one isolated area to
'
another, and, in this respect the current research aims to do that in two ways. First, this
study will link the distinct areas of psychology and film in aunique and novel way that
will be an innovative contribution to both fields, traversing agap that has previously.
isolated this artistic from the scientific domain. Second, the curreiit research aims to
advance current 'areas of practice 'and research in psychology. Combining humanistic,

,

person-centred, existential, feminist, art, and narrative therapies with modem
tèchnlogical advances, film theory, and filmmaking, therapeutic filmmaking produces
something unique and perhaps even revolutionary 'in the field of counselling psychology.
Potential SignfIcance

.

Space exploration'has far greater implications than satisfying human curiosity
about our environment, and similarly, research does more than answer its own questions.
The current research has the potential to make other significant contributions, including
the introduction of anovel psychological practice that may result in the birth of anew
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approach to therapy. This may result in more people seeking therapy who would
otherwise avoid it, and it may increase the public image and popularity of therapy and
psychology. It may also prove to be anovel ,contribution to psychological theory and
'research, generating future studies on therapeutic filmmaking and other forms of
filmmaking in therapy and its usefulness in various settings with diverse populations.
The present research may impact public policy bydrawing 'further attention to the,
therapeutic benefits of the creative arts, including filmmaking, potentially leading to
greater public funding of the arts in general and filmmaking in particular. As aresult, the
arts may enjoy agreater profile and more exposure in the general community, such as in
school settings and community centres. This may also lead to greater production of firstperson, diarist, and autodocumentary films and greater funding of these films from public
bodies.
Research Questions
With the flight plan

set and the launch pad ready, it is time to begin traversing the

expanse. The first step in doing so is to pose the research questions; which are both
practical and descriptive, in nature. The overarching research question that guides and
informs the present study is, "What was your experience of therapeutic filmmaking?"
Specifically, Iwill delve into more practical inquiries such as (a) what do' you feel you
got out of your therapy? and (b) what was effective/ineffective about the therapy? Iwill
then continue my exploration of this phenomenon through descriptive questions, such as
(a) what was therapy like for you? and (b) how did the therapy address your reason(s) for
seeking counselling? Addressing both descriptive and practical questions will ensure that
the present study allows the experience of the participants to shine through while

.
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attending to the utility of this therapeutic approach and how it may be improved for
future use.
Personal Signi
ficance
Thus far, my experience of personal filmmaking as an undergraduate film student
has been alluded to as the inspiration for the present study

-

the passion .that fuels the

intellectual inquiry. Abiding by my philosophical tenets as mentioned previously inmy
brief discussion of bracketing, it is necessary for me to discuss this experience and its
connection with the present study. According to the methods of phenomenological
research, researchers cannot appreciate the essence of aphenomenon until they have
engaged in bracketing (Mousatakas, 1994). Bracketing is defined as the process of
identifying and removing one's presuppositions about agiven phenomenon, and: is,
essential to phenomenological research. It is so necessary because the purpose of
phenomenological research is to be able to view aphenomenon from many different.
perspectives in order to observe what elçments define it and distinguish it from other
phenomena. This objective viewihg can only occur when researchers bracket their own
perspectives in order to see the phenomenon from the multitude of other perspe.tives
offred by participants. As such, it is important for the integrity of the present research to
explicate my process of bracketing my own intimate relationship with therapeutic
filmmaking.
'The process through which Ibracketed my experience was through two media:
self-reflective j6urnaling and personal filmmaking. Journaling allowed me to document
my experience of undergoing therapeutic filmmaking, what it meant to me, and,how Ifelt
this reflected on the present research. It served to allow me astream-of-consciousness
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approach to exploiing the cogni'tive aspects of my experience, such as my conscious
thoughts and the personal meaning it held for me. Ireflected on my.past experience 'and
tried to make sense of the effect it had on me, and the effect it continues to, impose today.
In this process, Icame to realize the profound effect filmmaking
had on my life My time
in film school marked asignificant turning point between childhood and adulthood,
between life as

victim and life as an empowered woman. Many factors contributed to

this shift, including maturation, moving to anew province, and living in residence with
pers rather than thome 'withfamily members: While not all of this profound change
could be attributed to the effect of embarking on an educational careerin filmmaking, my
introduction

to this special medium was very much apart of my transition.

My experience of creating my undergraduate thesis film, So Lthig, was an arduous
'process beginning' with my own experience of trauma. During my tenure as afilm
student, an influential professor encuraged me to look within myself for my creative
material. Upon reflection, the first and most frightening idea that occurred was to
cinematically address my experience of childhood sexual abuse. The fear that swelled
within me suggested that this was indeed agood topic, as Ihave found that it is often the
most frightening endeavours that prove to be most rewarding.
Ibegan writing my story. Idecided not to make it aboutme and my experience,
but instead created acharacter and astoryline that expressed the emotional and
psychological distress Iunderwent. A part of me was afraid of what my family might
think of this film, that they might be embarrassed or feel exposed by my public
disclosure. Considering this, Iconcluded that the two stories
in the film

-

-

my own and that portrayed

must be dissimilar enough that my family would not feel "outed." Knowing
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that my close identification with the story would make for the best film, Idecided to
name the main character after myself: Jennifer, my first name, the one. that 1refused , in
favour of my middle name shortly after the abuse
The process of creating So. Long began with my creation of the main character's.
backstory.

Opting for amore experimental approach rather than astrictly linear narrative,

Idecided that its sole actor

-

ayoung teenaged girl

-

would improvise much of the film

and that it would take the format of avideo suicide note that she leaves for her family to
find after her death. My alter-ego Jenny had vowed to starve herself to death (my allusion
to the connection between childhood sexual abuse and eating disorders) and record her
last two weeks of life using avideo diary, including an explanation of her reasons to
commit suicide and leaving good-byes to her family. Using this "confessional" approach
allowed the character to express herself while letting the exposition unfold naturally.
A key element of my film's success Was realism and authenticity in order to
absorb the audience into the character and her story. Iwas hesitatt to cast

aworking

teenaged actress for the role of Jenny, considering the levelof maturity and depth
required for this role. After some searching Iconnected with an actress who had little
acting experience but had been diagnosed with dysthemia, aform of long-term.
depression,' afactor Iconsidered beneficial for the character's authenticity. She was a15ear-old high school student, and after discussing .the role and what Ihoped to achieve
with her, both she and Iagreed that she was capable of "living" this role.
Iwrote arich and detailed backstory for the character, including atimeline and a
description of the nature of her abuse, an overview of her family history and their internal
dynamics, and adescription of her personality. In many ways, the character described me
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at the critical age of 13; while or stories of abuse and our families were dissimilar, the
emotional, and psychological state Of the character closely reflected my own experience
of my early teen years. The actress and Iexchanged ideas about what might occur in each
scene, had lengthy discussions about the backstory and how we might make the•
experience more authentic for her, and Iencouraged the actress to put as much of herself
inthe character as she was willing In the end, the teenaged actress had ahuge burden'
to carry: she was the only character in an emotionally wrenching film, hampered with the
'task of making the audience fall in love with her, sympathizewith her, and mourn her
subsequent death all in the span of
character
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20-minute film. Worst of all, Iasked her to be the

not just play arole, but expose the part of herself that truly was Jenny. It was

-

adifficult task for the actress, one she was unsure she could pull off; however, Iwas with
her every step of the way, and in many ways this journey'belonged to each of us.
During the writing and shooting phase of the film, Ikept ahandful of cue cards in
mi,' purse everywhere Iwent.' On the bus, at school, waiting in line for tickets, Iwould
pull out acue card and write down an idea for ascene or for aline of dialogue

as the

thought occurred. Icollected these idea cards and spread them out on my floor,
organizing them into various sequences. Iwould throw some out, keep some, edit others,
and continually reorganize the film. Icontinued this brainstorming and writing process
throughout the production and post-production phases.
The process of brainstorming, writing, shooting, and editing So Long allowed.me
multiple opportunities to story my experience, examine it from multiple perspectives,
(literally multiple angles), and rewrite it as the project progressed. The input of my
colleagues

-

the brilliant young actress upon whom the film's success or failure hinged,
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•
the

patient and thoughtful cinematographer who brought elements of practicality and

mindful creativity to the film, the editor who helped tell and re-tell the story through
several incarnations, and the sage advice and creative wisdom of my professors and peers
-

encouraged and allowed me to create the film that Ineeded to create. When Ibalked,

they gently pushed me; when Iveered off path, they pointed out my missteps and steered
me back on track. They collectively played the role of my therapist, guiding me through
my journey without attempting to walk t
he line for me.

'

Iwas given the opportunity to work through my intensely private and personal
traumatic experience in the context of an externalizing, creative, visual story told in a
supportive environment. This process allowed me, to make sense of an event that was
•
experienced without words, was felt too deeply in the body to even register in the mind,
and, gave voice to apart of me that had been unable to speak. The burden Ihad lived with
for 15 years

-

the vast majority of my life

-

was suddenly outside of me, understood by

others and myself, and accepted. Through, this journey Icelebrated my strengths, stood in
awe before the strength of countless other survivors, and came to believe in the awesome
power of film as an artistic, therapeutic, communicative medium.
Considering this, the second medium Iutilized to facilitate the bracketing process
throughout the research process was video. The process of personal filmmaking
complemented my joumaling endeavours by providing an outlet through which Icould
•
explore the affective, memory-based, and more subconscious aspects of my therapeutic
filmmaking experience. Through this visual medium Iwas more able

to explore the

actual films Imade, what it felt like to watch them again after 'having put them on ashelf
for ayear, what it felt like to be an audience to them after having changed both as a
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filmmaker and as aviewer. The 'very act of filmmaking immersed me in the memories of
what was; when Ipicked up acamera again for the first time since the end of my
undergraduate degree, it felt as though Islipped into auniform Ihad not worn in years
but had always felt like home. It still fit, and it brought back every detail that Ihad almost
forgotten. The moments spent late at night mulling furiously over how to make those two
scenes fit together, the giddy laughter of people working too hard and too long and loving
every minute, the breathtaking moment of revelation when my film flickers across the
screen in adark theatre. These are the moments that were evoked in my filmmaking
process; these were the moments that meant the most to me.
When Icompleted my bracketing experience, Icame away with adeeper
understanding of what "therapeutic filmmaking meant to me, and- as aresult had agreater
appreciation for my relationship with this research. Iknev Ihad completed this crucial
step of the research adequately when Ifelt adeep sense of curiosity about the results
.
without

an expectation of what would happen for my participants. Ifelt capable of

naming my experience, describing it, and positioning myself as an "outside" observer to
my participants' stories. While Iacknowledge my own experience and at some points tell
portions of my story, this research is truly about therapeutic filmmaking from the
participants' perspectives. Having removed myself from the frame, Iwas able to
understand the phenomenon in context.
Despite this, there are ways in which the present research reflects my experience.
When asked recently whether anything positive came out of my experience of childhood
sexual abuse, Iconcluded that my life-long commitment to feminism first stemmed from
those, experiences. As Igrew older and learned more about psychology and about the•
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struggles women face throughout the world; Irealized the gravity of the situation for
women, and felt saddened that Iwas not alone in my experiences. Further, Ibelieve it
was my early childhood experience of sexual abuse that prompted my subsequent belief
in humanism. Reflecting the flexibility espoused by postmodern thought, Ibelieve that
people cannot be compartmentalized into "good or bad," "right or wrong," because the
breadth of humanity is so vastly complex that it precludes such simplification. Being able
to accept somebody does not mean having to accept all their behaviours and values, it
simply requires having an open mind and the ability to see past the superficialities and
complexities to the thinking, feeling, and behaving of the human being inside.,
Considering the connection between myself as aperson, as aresearcher, and as someone
who has experience therapeutic filmmaking, these philosophical tenets became
cornerstones of the design oft
he present study.
Literature Review
One cannot embark on an exploratory astral journey without an understanding of
astronomy. Similarly, this discussionof the present research would be remiss without
mention of the literature from which it has evolved. Therapeutic filmmaking is an
exciting new form of therapy currently under development that is both aproduct of and
departure from numerous therapies currently in existence. Inspired largely by my
personal experiences with diarist and experimental flimmaking, during my tenure as a
film student, therapeutic. filmmaking posits that aperson seeking change can do so
through acombination of psychotherapy and going through the process of making her or
his own film. This process, along with areview of relevant literature related to the use of
film and video in therapy, art and narrative therapies, is included 'in Chapter Two.
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Reearch Approach and Design
Rationale for Study
As the nature of the cosmic flight is determined by its purpose, the present
r
esearch is structured by qualitative inquiry in consideration of its central research
questions. Qualitative research is best able to answer the research questions posed by
enb1ing the exploration of the partiôipans' experie
nces, resulting in rich and textured
information about their experiences and the form of therapy in question. This form of
inquiry is also more representaive of my personal philosophy of humanism and feminism
than is the positivist paradigm, withthe fOrmers emphasis on collaboration and
understanding rather than prediction and control (Douglass & Moustakas, 1985). More
specifically, consideriiig the multiple contexts in which the research developed, the
questions it poses will best be answered using aphenomenological methodology
(Moustakas, 1994). The research methodology, including theory, specific practices, and
ethical considerations, will be explored in further detail in Chapter Three.
ConclusiOn
Although the world of film theory has advanced at afaster pace than that of
psychology, therapeutic filmmaking aims to connect the vast expanse between these two
bodies and move towards the integration of multiple disciplinesin our understanding and
healing of ourselves. In my own. experiences with therapeutic filmmaking, Ifound the
process immensely empowering, emotionally stirring, and above all, potentially
significant for the practice of psychology. While many filmmakers can attest to the
therapeutic properties of filmmaking, psychologists have yet to discover this. As both a
filmmaker and astudentof psychology, Iam in the unique position to make the
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connection that many filmmakers and film theorists have before me: that film and
psychology are intimately related. Ihope to bring this perspective to the practice of
psychology, and the world, with therapeutic filmmaking.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
-

Preparation for Take-Off
In this chapter, Ipresent an overview of relevant literature related to therapeutic
'filmmaking. Related literature includes: (a) the use of film and video in therapy; (b) a
brief introduction to the expressive arts therapies with particular attention paid to
photography; aiid (c) relevant narrative techniques, such as journaling. Each of these
topics relates to the present study in form, content, or definition, and.
thus contributes td
•th'eoverarching goal of the study to introduce filmmaking as anew form of creative
•psychotherapy. 1-then conclude this chapter with abrief discussion of the material and its
relation to the present study.
If indi
vidual filmmaking as atherapeutio process can be conceptualized as the
present study's central topic, we may conceptualize the review of the literature as a
universe of knowledge, whereby the central topic is one planet among many orbiting
around acentral theme of art therapy. In this model, the filmmaking process is one planet,
while the various related yet separate forms of art therapy constitute the other planets.
This art therapy solar system operates beside the somewhat similar yet separate solar
system of narrative, therapy

-

which includes such planets as journaling

-

and other

narrative approaches. These art and narrative therapy solar systems are subsumed under
the galaxy of expressive therapies, which is located within the-universe of counselling
psychology.
While perhaps abstract, this visual metaphor enables the discussion of similar ye
separate forms of therapy within acontext of relatedness and relativity. Further, the use .
of avisual metaphor is most fitting.in the conceptualization of the present study and will
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help further the reader's understanding of and relationship with the power of 1he visual
media in psychological inquiry and practice.
Film and Video in Therapy•
In order to build acomplex understanding of one planet, it is useful to explore the
planets closest to it; as such, discussion of the, central topic shall take place within' a
context of understanding similar territory. While the use of the filmmaking process as a
therapeutic tool in individual counselling constitutes anovel contribution to the field Of
psychology, the use ,of film and video in therapy is far from new. Numerous researchers
and practitioners have used moving visual media in multifarious environments, and
applications.
One such application is .the use of video as amedium for client feedback: By
taping sessions and playing the tapes back to clients for comment and discussion, many
psychologists have discovered, auseful way for clients to receive objective feedback
about 'their behaviours and communication patterns and thus gain therapeutic insight.
Furman (1990.
)noted that "the familiarity of adolescents with television makes
therapeutic approaches that utilized video techniques an attractive alternative to
traditional methods" (p. 165). As such, he videotaped his group ses
sions with adolescents
in order to foster a "self-reflexive loop of awareness" (Skafte, 1987,

p.

389). Furman

discovered that video playback provided objective feedback for the adolescents that they
perceived as less threatening than feedback from agroup leader (often an adult whO is
considered an other or outsider and is therefore often met with distrust). Further, when
the adolescents were encouraged to alternate between session 'participation and camera
operation, the clients' sense of control expanded and group participation increased.
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Furman concluded that videota3ing sessions allowed clients to increase their internal
locus of control and democratized ,the process of group therapy and ,client participation.
Other therapists have videotaped therapy sessions in avariety of contexts,
including group art therapy sessions in ahospital setting (McNiff & Cook, 1975), and
with "educationally unserved" (Chin et, al., 1980,

p.,28

1) special education students.

These researchers concluded that the use of video in therapy aided in supporting the basic
principles of operant learning, increased self-esteem and interpersonal skills, aided clients
in focusing on their behaviours, and even increased enthusiasm and participation in
therapy. As McNiff and Cook noted, "one woman who had been resisting our efforts to
involve her in more traditional forms of art therapy was waiting at her ward door
beautifully dressed on' days designated for video" (p. 59).
Another application of film and/or video in therapy is the advent of cinema
therapy. Related to bibliotherapy, cinema therapy is atherapeutic approach that
prescribes the viewing of popular films for clients as homework in order to establish
ther
apeutic metaphor, positive behavioural modeling, and action ritual (Christie &
McGrath, 1987,1989; Sharp, Smith, & Cole, 2002).
Therapeutic metaphor is defined as aparticular type of story wherein elements of
the story appear familiar to the client and thus become significant, allowing aform of
metaphor to develop, with the intention of instructing or .
advising the client (Christie &
McGrath, 1987,

p.

195). It is ashared story between the therapist and client that creates

space for meaning-making, shared language, and mutual understanding. Action ritual is
defined as "aspecific behaviour or activity that gives symbolic expression to certain
feelings and thoughts of the actor,", which has the potential to bypass conscious mental
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sets (Christie & McGrath,

p.

195). As such, cinema therapy encourages' clients to watch

popular films that they connect with (i.e., The Neverending Story for children dealing.
with loss, Interview with the Vampire for adults confronting drug and.alcohol addictions,
etc.) and use these to form alanguage and context to speak about and process their
therapeutic problem(s).
The use of films in cinema therapy has been argued to impact clients on an
emotional level, enabling clients to lower intellectual defenses and connect to the story
metaphor through personal identification (Mangin, 1999). This form of therapy has
proven successful for use in grief counselling, family therapy, addictions control,
behavioural issues in children, and avariety of other contexts, and in the' last 20 years has
'
undergone much growth to become its own established therapeutic approach. A recent
study found that 67% of 827 therapists polled reported that they had used commercial
films for therapeutic gains; of these practitioners, 88% found this approach effective in
promoting treatment outcomes while only 1% reported they were potentially harmful
(Lampropoulqs, Kazantzis, & Deane, 2004).
Even the simple passive act of watching films without the intervention of
therapeutic metaphor or action ritual has some therapeutic merit, as demonstrated in a
fascinating study using visually impressionistic films with psychotic patients in an army
hospital (Rubin & Katz, 1946). In this groundbreaking yet apparently forgotten study,
brief viewing sessions of Auroratone films (defined in their article as abstract, colourful,
crystalline forms that move and blend together on film to the tune of slow instrumental
music such as classical or jazz) were added to the existing treatment for psychotic
patients. Over time, the authors described the patients as more accessible to sadness,
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calmer and more relaxed,, more able to "ventilate" tension, and found that the films led
the patients to emotional catharsis, which increased their susceptibility to suggestive
therapy. Clearly, film affects us in ways that until quite recently only film theorists have
'anticipated.
Even more relevant to the development of therapeutic filmmaking for use with
clients is the use of film- and video-making in therapy. While therapeutic filmmaking's
cycling between psychotherapy and filmmaking is anew contribution to the field, using
'filth- and video-making as atherapeutic tool is not. Two studies published in the 1970s
used filmmaking as atherapeutic tool with quite disparate populations: one with
psychotic patients in amental hospital (Muller & Bàden, 1972) and the other with
preadolescent boys in 'aresidential school for ,children with emotional, behavioural, and
learning difficulties (Amott & Gushin, 1976).
Muller and Baden's ( 1972) Patients created fictional films in groups with little
therapeutic intervention from supervising hospital workers, including two fully animated
films and one partly animated and partly live-action film created by acollective of
schizophrenic patients. The authors concluded that at first the patients were proud of their
work, but over time grew to "see something of themselves" (Muller & Baden,

p.

188) in

their work. They went on to say that the social, cooperative task of collective filmmaking
was atherapeutic process for the patients and

-

importantly

"a new respect for the mental patient" (Muller & Baden,

p.

-

allowed audiences to gain

188).

Arnott and Gushin ( 1976), noting the success of the above study, designed their
own study as aseven-week .workshop for preadolescent boys with behavioural problems.
Concluding that "the basic mechanics of camera operation and editing are simple enough
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for children as young as ten years" (p. 29) in an age before point-and-shoot video
cameras and consumer-friendly video editing systems, the authors had participants
collectively create narrative fiction films. The authors remained unobtrusive, choosing to
observe the boys at work. They concluded that the filmmaking process allowed the boys
to externalize their emotions and reflect on the meaning their stories had for them,
improve their social skills, increase self-esteem, and use self-imposed checks on
Impulsive behaviours. Arnott and Gushin recommended further exploration into this form
of therapy based on the success of their study and that of Muller and Baden's ( 1972),
though it appears no further studies were conducted along those lines.
More recently, an American psychologist initiated amodel of psychotherapy she
termed Creative Video Therapy, which used videomaking as atherapeutic tool in an
art/narrative therapy context with groups (Gardano, 1994). Working with adolescent

1

girls, Gardano. suggested that "the creation of avideo provides astructure that seems.
especially appropriate due to its popularity with this age group," (p. 101), echoing the
sentiments of Furman ( 1990). In this study, participants individually wrote and then
collectively created and acted out stories that were then taped. These videos were viewed
by the group and discussed, including discussion of alternative endings to the conflicts
presented in the stories:
Two months after the end -of the 16-week study, Gardano ( 1994) reported that
participants improved in behaviour, relationships with peers, and, self-esteem, although
therapeutic progress due,
to ,
participation inthe creative video group for two of the five
participants was described as "questionable"

p.
(

ill). In summary, the authors of all

these film- and videomaking studies concluded that using this creative outlet as a
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therapeutic technique had great jDotential and should be studied further. However, few
further studies have been conducted on its usefulness in therapy.
It is worth noting here that therapeutic filmmaking as proposed in the present
thesis does differ from theabove studies in the context in which filmmaking is used. In
the above studies, filmmaking was done in groups, the subjects of the films were
nar
rative and non-intimate in nature, and fhere was'
less therapeutic intervention (and in
some cases, none at all) by the supervising psychologists conducting.the studies. In'
'contrast, therapeutic filmmaking involves individual filmmaking, using personal and
intimate subjects for content material, and agreat deal of therapeutic intervention by a
psychologist. In this way, therapeutic filmmaking may more resemble aGestalt approach
to art therapy than anof the above studies (Rhyne, 2001). Regardless, there is support in
the existing literature to suggest that therapeutic filmmaking may indeed be auseful and
novel approach to psychotherapy.
Expressive Arts Therapies
While understanding the nature of similar planets is useful in building knowledge
around one in particular, it is also helpful to consider the context in which these series of
planets operates by, acquiring asense of how the whole solar system functions. In this
way, discussion of therapeutic filmmaking cannot be complete without ark understanding'
of its larger context as one medium in the expressive arts therapies continuum. This.
continuum describes the use of expressive arts such as drawing, painting, sculpture,
dance, drama, music, photography, and motion pictures in atherapeutic context.
Significant amounts of research, practice, and writing have been dedicated to these media
and their relations to therapy, including several dedicated peer-reviewed journals and'
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countless published books, chapters, and essays. One literature search using the Psyclnfo
database found 51,625 matches for the terms "art," "painting," "photogr
aphy,"
"psychodrama;" "dance," "music," and "film" in relation to psychological practice,
including 29,813 peer-reviewed journal articles and 7,406 books and monographs.
Considering the depth and breadth of the literature available on.these topics, a
comprehensive overview Would be extensive and beyond the scope of the present
research. However, abrief and general Qvervièw of expressive arts therapies isincluded
here.
Art therapy is defined by the American Art Therapy Association as:
A human service profession that utilizes art media, images, the creative art
process and patient/client responses to the created productions as reflections of an
individual's development, abilities, personality, interests, concerns, and conflicts.
Art therapy practice is based on knowledge of human development and
psychological theories which are implemented in the full spectrum

of models of

assessment and treatment including educational, psychodynamic, cognitive,
transpersonal, and other therapeutic means, of reconciling emotional conflicts,
fostering self-awareness, developing social skills, managing behavior, solving
problems, reduing anxiety, aiding reality orientation, and increasing self-esteem
(AATA, as cited in Rubin, 1999,

p.

83).

.

Though interest in art grew with acoinciding fascination with Jungian-and
Freudian concepts of the, subconscious at the beginning of the

century, it was not

until the 1940s that art therapy proper was founded by two pioneering women (Rubin,
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1999). Though both approached art therapy from apsychoanalytic perspective, the two
women placed different emphases on art and therapy.
Margaret Naumberg approached art therapy from atherapeutic perspective, seeing
it as aform of symbolic s
peech similar to dreams. She conceived of art as both a
diagnostic tool and atherapy that involved discussion of the art with atrained therapist,
client insight, and artistic creation. On the other hand, Edith Kramer approached art
therapy more from an artistic perspective, preferring to view art as aprocess through
which people integrated conflicting subconscious and conscious forces. While
Naumberg's art therapy reflected her emphasis on fostering insight mt6 the subconscious
for therapeutki gains, Kramer preferred to view art itself as the therapeutic process
through which psychological benefits naturally emerged (Rubin, 1999).
While art therapy originated from two similar yet distinct perspectives, in the past
half-century this form of therapy ha6 diversified into avibrant and popular form of
therapy. It can now be foundin practice in amultitude of environments, from psychiatric
hospitals to elderly care facilities, penitentiaries; community art studios, and private
practice (AATA, 2006). Further, the original art therapy as developed by Naumberg and
Kramer generally took the form of drawing and painting, though art therapy has
diversified to include awide range of artistic media to engage clients in gaining
therapeutic goals. Sculpture, collage, pottery, poetry, and other media have been added to
the art therapist's. palette. While Rubin ( 1999) contends that it is quite rare for an art
therapist to be trained and well versed in amultitude of media, she notes that art
therapists generally have one strong medium with which they are most familiar while
being knowledgeable and open-minded about other forms available.
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The expressive arts therapies do not stop with visual and written' media. Dance
therapy, as defined by the American Dance Therapy Association, is "the
psychotherapeutic use of movement as aprocess which furthers the emotional, social,
cognitive, and physical integration of the individual" (ADTA, 2006, FAQs page; under.
"What Is Dance/Movement Therapy?"). Thi form of therapy emerged in the 1940s and
uses movement to improve self-esteem and body image, improve communication skills
and relationships, develop insight into patterns of behaviour, improve coping skills and
learn stress management, and expand clients' physical vocabulary. Dance therapists use
movement to assess clients' present levels, of functioning, interact with them in therapy,
and intervene in order to ahieve therapeutic goals'(ADTA).
Related to dance therapy, music therapy has been practiced for decades but did
not become aunified movement until the 1960s. The Canadian. Association for Music

:

Therapy defines it as:•
"the skilful use of music and musical elements by an accredited music therapist,
to promote, maintain, and restore mental, physical, emotional, and spiritual health.
Music has nonverbal, creative, structural, and emotional qualities. These are used
in the therapeutic relationship to facilitate contact, interaction, self-awareness,
learning, self-expression, communication, and personal development" (CAMT,
2004, Definition page, CAMT website).
Techniques suchas singing can be used for people with dementia to foster recall
and reduce feelings of anxiety and fear. Playing musical instruments can help improve
the gross and fine motor skills of people with neurological disorders and as part of an
ensemble can help model social skills such as cooperation, leadership and participation.
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Further, the use of rhythmic activities can help those with receptive and expressive
processing difficulties and help regulate autonomic activity. Finally, musical composition
fosters expression of feelings, ideas, and experiences. Numerous other musical
techniques exist that have proven beneficial for awide variety of populations in 'a
plenitude of environments. It is

increasingly

being recognized as apowerful

psychological toot and has been iñtrôduced into educational, hospital, and communitybased counselling settings, among others.
Veering away from music and dance, but still related, is the form of therapy
known as psychodrama. Developed by J. 1. Moreno in the 1960s, it refers to the use of
theatre techniques and the implementation of dramatic arts in, therapy. It is defined as "a
method that uses dranatizations of personal exeriences through role-playing and
enactment under avariety of simulated conditions, which include at least one scene and
one psychodramatic technique" (Kiper, as cited in Kipper & Ritchie, 2003). This form
oftherapy uses such techniques as role reversal, wherein two people exchange roles and
act out ascene in the other's character, in order to foster insight, empathy, social skills,
social feedback, and self-esteem. One meta-analysis of psychodrama found that it was
more effective, as determined by comparing effect sizes from meta-analyses, than other'
forms of group therapy in achieving therapeutic goals (Kipper & Ritchie).
Another expressive art therapy medium
therapeutic filmmaking

-

-

and the one that most closely resembles

is photo therapy. Developed by clinicians such as Robert

Akeret ( 1973) and Doug Stewart ( 1979), this form of therapy uses photography in order'
to advance therapeutic goals. It is defined as "the use of photography in atherapeutic
setting, under the direction of atrained therapist, to reduce or relieve painful
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psychological symptoms, and as amethod of facilitating psychological giowth and
change" (Stewart, p. 41).
In his influential paper on the theory and practice of photo therapy, Stewart
(1979) stated that the philosophy informing the use of this therapy posits that people are
inherently creative and that our culture tends to suppress this creative, right-brain
functioning in favour of linear, rational, left-brain thinking. This suppression may,
contribute to psychological distress, and therefore the use of photography as acreative
visual outlet allows people to gain self-awareness and improve self-concept through the
increased use of right-brain functions. Stewart contends that photo therapy techniques can
be categorized into five groups: (a) projective techniques, which use photographs as the
material for interpretation and/or discussion; (b) the family album, which' allows clients
to éxploreand reconnect with childhood experiences and memories; (c) photographs of
the client, which tap into the client's self-concept and relationships, with his/her
environment 'from aGestalt perspective; (d) photographs by the client, wherein the client
expresses objects of value, interest, or concern; and finally, and (e) the client's selfportraits, which address the client's feelings about him/herself.
Stewart ( 1979), an influential pioneer in the field, suggested the use of
photographs with amultitude of clients in avariety of settings. He encouraged its use
with low-verbal clients to build confidence and enhance the therapeutiô alliance, with
highly verbal clients to aid in focusing on specific topics of therapeutic interest, and
people with repressed memories or feelings in order to elicit responses by triggering
visual memories rather than the more easily repressed language-based memories (a
statement best illustrated by the following activity: take amoment to close your eyes and
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think about

atraumatic experieiice; what is your primary recollection

-

visual or

linguistic?).
Further, the innovative work of therapists such as those from The Hope
Foundation of Alberta illutrate the power of photographic images in therapy with their
series called "Images of Hope" (Jevne & Miller, 1999). In this approach to therapy,
psychologists employ aprojective activity in which aseries of photographs are presented
to the client to elicit feelings of hope. When the series of images is narrowed by clients to
one image that best represents 'their feelings of hope, this feeling is explored in depth
•through discussion of the photograph and what ideas, feelings, memories, and stories it
elicits for them.'
Upon review df these ôreative arts therapies, it is,clear that therapeutic
filmmaking has some place among them. Specifically, Stewart (1979) contended that
photo therapy shares many common'alities with film and video making and 'suggested that
the theory and practice of photo therapy can easily be applied to the use of film and video
in therapy. In many.ways, Stewart's comment is appropriate and full of foresight.
However, the form of therapy proposed in this thesis differs somewhat from the therapies
outlined above. While it shares with them the ability to foster expression, disclosure,
insight, self-awareness, and self-efficacy, it also differs in important ways.
One of the most important differences between therapeutic filmmaking and other
forms of expressive arts therapies is the formers nearly exclusive interest in process
rather than outcome of the creative endeavour. Filmmaking is essentially athree-stage
process:
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1. Pre-Production (including developing and writing the story; casting, scouting
locations, finding the proper equipment, and storyboarding how each shot will
play out and best toll the story within each scene),
2. Production (the process of filming, whether it is done sequentially, nonsequentially, or in the time-efficient block method of shooting all the scenes for
each location and camera angle one after the other -regardless of the shot's
sequential position in the completed film), and
3. Post-Production (sometimes the most important and time-intensive stage of the
entire process, including picture editing, sound editing, digital effects, and
extraneous sound production such as ADRand foley).
The entire three-stage process of filmmaking is argued here to be an excellent
context ,for the therapeutic process to unfold. It is in the writing, re-writing, visual
exploration, visual and aural storytelling, and continual processing .and analysis of the
film that therapeutic goals are met. As such, the product —The finished film

-

is certainly

afine keepsake and
' ahelpful record of the therapeutic process, but it is not used as the
subject of further analysis. Whether the client returns to the finished film in the future or
not is irrelevant for the process of therapy

-

the learning and the growth occurred during

the making of the film exclusively. This focus on the process over the product
differentiates therapeutic filmmaking from other forms of expressive arts therapies.
Another significant difference between the form of therapy proposed here and the
expressive arts therapies outlined abOve is film's unique combination of tangible
documentation, storytelling, and the dimension of time. Creating aphotograph or a
drawing apicture requires acertain creative process and may take some time to perform.
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However, the product itself doe not take place through time

-

it is unmoving, static,

disconnected from the passage of time. Meanwhile, psychodrama, dance, and music
occur over the span of time

-

agesture, amusical note, abodily motion occurs at one

distinct moment of time, followed by another with aseparate and distinct position on the
time continuum. These art forms are time-dependent, and without resorting to the use of
digital or analog recording, they disappear as the forward momentum of time propels
them into the past. Film and video have the paradoxical distinction of being timeless, like
sculpture, drawing, and photography
and multiple points in time

-

-

capable of repeated viewings in various contexts

and tiñie-bsed, such that the product occurs over aspan of

time. This unique combination positions filmmaking as multiply therapeutic

-

all the

benefits of the timI
eless arts (documentation of a
singular moment in time for reflection
•and analysis at adistinctly separate moment in time, such as in editing or in viewing),
plus all the benefits of the time-based arts (fluidity of expression, the expression of
change over time, the ability , to tell astory). In this way, filmmaking has the potential to
be most therapeutically beneficial of all the expressive arts.
Lastly, due to the somevhat contradictory timeless yet time-based nature of film,
it shares some common elements with the widely used and popular form of therapy
known as narrative therapy (White & Epston, 1990). As mentioned previously,
filmmaking is amedium' through which stories are told. Storytelling is at the core of
narrative therapy, though it has generally been relegated to written and oral storytelling
rather than through visual media. With the introduction of therapeutic filmmaking, a
powerful connection is made between art therapy and narrative therapy
of time, concrete documentation, and story.

-

at the juncture
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Narrative Therapy and Journaling
Within Our expanding universe of knowledge, only two levels remain: the
comprehensive and inclusive universe of counselling psychology; and the extensive yet
categorically unique galaxy of expressive therapies. Within this galaxy we find the
expressive arts therapies, as previously mentioned, and another,form of expressive
therapy: the narrative approach. As galaxies are related by their structural systems but
very dissimilar in form and content, so too are expressive therapies'both similar to yet
uniquely different from each other. While traditional art therapy is acombination of
expressive creativity and psychodynamic theory, narrative therapy is loosely defined as
the process ôfdeconstrncting and moving away from the negative stories clients have
created to describe themselves and their lives in order to move towards anew narrative, a
"pieferred way of life" (Abels & Abels, 2001,

p.

3).

Similar to art therapy, narrative therapy is also used extensively in research and
practice, as one Psyclnfo database search of the terms "narrative," "journaling," and
"diary" revealed 18,507 matches. The narrative approach to therapy encompasses a
humanistic-derived theory, asocial and academic historical background, and specific
form of practice. However, the topic of narrative therapy as awhole is too broad for our
present interests. As such, for the purposes of the present literature review, narrative
therapy will only be briefly touched upon and journaling as atherapeutic technique
which has enjoyed renewed interest since the advent of narrative therapy

-

-

will constitute

our focus due to its unique relevance to filmmaking.
Filmmaking is similar to client journaling in the sense that both are means of
creative expression, documentation, narrative exploration, self-reflection, and asource of
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client feedback. They are. each

means for people to tell their stories. While one format is

literary and the other is visual and aural, there exist many perspectives in the literature
that suggest this difference is not as significant as it appears. For example, some narrative
therapists argue that all storytelling is similarly valuable for therapeutic exploration,
regardless of its medium (Abels & Abels, 2001). According to this view, what is
important is the creation and expression of the story, not its particular format. Further,
therapists working .with photographs in therapy have concluded that "photographs move
between representation and syinbolic possibility, evoking memories, schemas, and
narratives, and refraining current underständings" of reflected experiences (Barry, as
cited in Barbee, 2002, P. 54). In his research on the visual narratives of transsexuals,
Barbee stated that "stdries are -the closest we can come to experience and give ,asense of
'fullness that comes out of apersonal and social history" (p. 55). Given his use of
photography as avisual narrative, the goodness of fit between visual media and narrative
expression becomes distinctly clear.
As narrative therapy revolves around the expression of storied experience and the
re-authoring of problematic sto'rylines, it is clear that regardless of the medium
word, oral history, photo-essay, motion picture

-

-

written

the first step towards, change occurs

through expressing one's life story. One way this may be done is aurally in session with
one's therapist; this may also be. done in the form of written homework assignments and
journaling. Although joumaling has been around for decades in heavy use by cognitivebehavioural therapists, it is thought that its use as atherapeutic tool has increased
significantly since the introduction of narrative therapy. There is well-documented
evidence in the literature supporting the therapeutic benefits ofjournaling (e.g., Donnelly
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& Murray, 1991; Greenberg, Wortman & Stone, 1996; Lepore, 1997; Pennebalcer,
Colder, & Sharp, 1990; Pennebaker, Davidson, & Thomas, 1995; Petrie, Booth,
Pennebaker, Davidson, & Thomas, 1995; Ullrich,'& Lutgendorf, 2002), from the
suppression of physiological symptoms such as arthritis (Smyth, 1999) to the
achievement of positive therapeutic outcomes (Adams, 1987). Considering the similarity.
between filmmaking and journaling, some research into this narrative therapeutic tool,
will be addressed here.
In arecent experimental study, Ulirich and Lutgendorf (2002) set out to determine
what aspects ofjournaling were most therapeutic. Some theorists, argue that writing is'
therapeutic in itself because it is aform of disclosure that allows the client to express
otherwise suppressed emotions and thus relieves psychological tension that affects the
person's physical and mental, health. Some evidence exists for this theory, including
reports that writing about traumatic or stressful events has led to decreases in distress
(Donnelly & Murray, 1991), depression (Lepore, 1997), illness-related visits to
physicians (Greenberg, Woi Lilian '& Stone, 1996; Pennebaker, Colder, & Sharp, 1990),
andpositive changes in immune functioning (Petrie, Booth, Pennebaker, Davidson, &
Thomas, 1995). This school of theorists also contends that disclosure in asafe,
ther'apeuticenvironment fosters feelings of mastery and control over the event and allows
clients, to associate non-threatening emotional connections to traumatic stimuli.
'Other theorists contend that disclosure through journaling is therapeutic in that it
provides clients an opportunity to process the event in both cognitive and affective
spheres. For example, Calhoun and Tedeschi ( 1998) proposed that emotional distress
may disrupt existing schemas or subjective meanings of the client's world, and thus
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cognitive processing is re.quired'to create new meanings and foster personal growth
following the experience of atraumatic event.
Ulirich and Lutgendorf (2002) discovered that journaling about both cognitive
and affective aspects of traumatic events led to increases in positive personal growth,
suggesting that it raised participants' awareness of the benefits of the event. This finding
corroborated previous research that pointed to the importance of cognitive and, emotional
processing during disclosure as it fosters increased insight (Lutgendorf & Antoni, 1999).
Other research on bereavemeni has concluded that deliberate, effortful thinking about the
death often led to meaningful shifts in values, priorities, or perspective'
sin response to the
loss (Bower, Kemeny, Taylor, & Fahey, 1998). Ulirich and Lutgendorf further discovered
that journaling about the affective aspects of traumatic events without emphasis on
cognitive processing led to increases in negative affect and symptoms of physical illness,
which the authors interpreted as evidence for the importance of the cognitive processing
aspect ofjournaling for the mediation of negative. affect. The authors concluded that
journaling may provide auseful therapeutic tool for the cognitive and affective
processing of traumatic events, though emphasis on cognitive processing may be most
important.
Like journaling, filmmaking is an intensely personal experience that fosters
emotional processing, purposeful cognitive work, self-disclosure, and insight. It may be
used in ajournaling context, such as the case with film or- video "confessionals," or
recording one's self-disclosures. It may also be used in anarrative context, telling one's
story in an audio-visual medium that closely mimics the structure and organization of our
thoughts and memories (van der Kolk & van der Hart, 1991). It may be a "true" story, or
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it may be fictionalized; it may be documentary, dramatization, are-telling of an old story,
or the re-authoring of anew one. It allows people to externalize their problems, work
with them tangibly, visibly, and reorganize them into something different

-

an alternate

way of being.
The personal experience of creating So Long as outlined in Chapter ;lis similar to
-

though uniquely different from

-

the experience of undergoing narrative therapy. The

filmmaking format provided amediumthrough which to externalize adifficult topic and
work with it tangibly

-

in images and words rather than emotions and memories. As the

personal understanding of the experience changed, so did the film. The film that was
created in the end could not have been created at the beginning of the process

-

it was

more emotionally intense, more psychologically revealing, and far more intimate, a
change that paralleled the experience of growth in the filmmaker. The film itself then
became arecord of growth, and this experience

-

and narrative *therapy and something entirely new

this strange combination of art therapy
-

became the inspiration to test this as

anew form of therapy in the field of counselling psychology.
Discussion
In this chapter Ihave summarized the literature on the use of film and video in
therapy, defined and dicussed the various forms of art therapies, defined narrative
therapy, and explored the literature on journaling as atherapeutic technique. Each of
these topics relates to the present study in various ways, and discussion of them promotes
understanding

of the context within which therapeutic filmmaking has developed, will be

used, and how it may be helpful as anew form of psychotherapy.
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With an understanding of the other planets in our solar system, anda working
concept of where therapeutic filmmaking fits in relation to other expressive therapies
within the universe of counselling psychology, we are now prepared to delve into the
present research. As this chapter was preparation for the adventure ahead, it is now time
to explore the uncharted territory that is this pilot study. on the use of therapeutic
filmmaking in ai post-secondary counselling settifl.

,

'
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY
Defining the Trajectory
In communication,the medium is the message (McLuhan, 1967); the how of the
message communicates more than its content. Similarly, in research it is often how the
study is designed, implemented, and analyzed ,
that conveys its underlying theme. In this
way, the research methodology speaks volumes to researchers' views about their

•

articipãnts, subjects, or participants, the research question or hypothesis, and the.
relations between them.
The present study is
curiosity

-

-

aside from an attempt to satisfy a. researcher's unapologetic

areflection of the fundamental woridview of the researcher as ascientist, a

practitioner, and amember of humanity. It represents the relationship between the,
resèarcherand those who may find themselves reading this manuscript

-

colleagues,

counsellors, health care providers, academics, and interested others. This relationship, is
mediated by numerous factors that relate to the study's design, including:

(
a) what type of

data will answer the research quetion and conform to the researcher's philosophical
foundations? (b) how much of the self will the researcher reveal? (c) how honest and
transparent is the researcher? and (d) above all, what is the paramount message to
communicate to the world about the given study, and why did it strike the researcher as
such? These, among other considerations, inform the relationships between the
researcher, the reader, the research itself, and the world.
This chapter will elucidate the methods by which Iconducted the present study.
As will be revealed, the design of the study represents who Iam, what Ibelieve in, what I
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have learned throughout this prdcess, and what Ihope you as the reader will learn and,
ideally, make your own.
Theoretical Foundations
The present study was borne from ideals of equality, inclusion, autonomy, and a
love and respect for the human condition. The most obvious theoretical foundations that
inform these ideals are postmodern feminism and humanistic psychology. Alone, these
approaches represent distinct yet complementary approaches to the study and practice of
multitudinous disciplines. Together, they forge the basis of my worldview and, therefore,
the present study's philosophical foundations.
Postmodern feminism, also known as third wave feminism, is acombination of
theories that blend traditional feminist thought with postmodernism. Fminisrn itself may
be loosely defined as atheory that aims to understand gender inequalities and work
towards positive social change for ciomen. Postmodernisrn is acollection of philosophies
that critique Western positivist thought and reject absolutism and the idea that various
concepts are inherently distinct and discreet. As such, this philosophy reflects such
postmodern influences as an interest in phenomenology (i.e., the study of phenomena as
they are perceived through experience) and existentialism (i.e.,

aphilosophy that seeks:

meaning and value in existence) in questioning the definition and rigidity of such
concepts as gender, inequality, race, culture, ethnicity, etcetera. One of the pre-eminent
proponents of postmodern feminism is Judith Butler, who in her 1990 book, Gender
Trouble, argued that there is no one distinct cause for the subordination of all women,
and therefore there is no one distinct path to action for the feminist cause. While this
argument is problematic in that it fragments the feminist cause into amultitude of
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individualized concepts and experiences of gender, inequality, and feminist solutions, its
strength is its acknowledgement and celebration of the vast differences among women
and the female experience:
Importantly, though perhaps not obviously, the formulation of the present study's
research question reflects the influence of feminist film criticism and practices. In the
1960s, awave of feminist criticism began to rise against popular narrative film. Charging
such flffns with misogyny in form, content, and practice, they argued for anew approach
to cinema. Feminist filmmaking practices reflected different values:
(a) Egalitarianism was promoted through the demolishing of the hierarchical crew
system of Hollywood studio filmmaking, replaced instead by more
collaborative efforts and less rigid crew roles;
(b) Women's perspectives were demonstrated through form and content with the
introduction of such cinematic styles as first-person cinena, which often
involved aminimalist crew

-,

sometimes just one filmmaker

which reflected '-

-

asense of connectednéss and intimacy with the medium and in turn the
audience; and
(c) The feminist value of relation to others was reflected in non-narrative formats
that carried personal content about the filmmakers themselves

-

their lives,

their stories, their perspeëtives.
The present study reflects these feminist influences on fllrnmaking by introducing
first-person filmmaking to apopulation of clients seeking counselling. The few previous
studies that have looked at filmmaking used atypical narrative approach

-

writing a

script that reflects little to none of the intimate personal details of the filmmakers, filming
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it in atraditional (masculine)

foi!m,

and presenting it to others as aproduct or creation.. To

•
the contrary, the present study introduces the participants to the self-reflexive process of
feminist filmmaking practices, allowing them to film content as they would a•
•
documentary, review the footage extensively in editing (thus obtaining valuable feedback
about themselves through the objectivity of the camera's lens and noting what footage
stands out for them), and create afilm that is not

aproduct but rathr aself-revelation. In

this way, the decision of whether to share the film with an audience or not becomes
•significant as atool of self-disclosure that is slightly gentler than disclosing in person but
still intensely revealing.
The other major philosophical influence on the formulation of the present
research is that of hunanistic psychology. This is abranch ofpsycholoy that emerged in
the 195 0s as aresponse to behaviourism and Freudian psychoanalysis. It is largely
concerned with the human aspect of 'psychology and the development of psychological
theory. It can be best summarized by James Bugental's ( 1964) fivepostulates of
humanistic psycholpgy: (a) human beings cannot be reduced to components; (b) human
beings have in them auniquely human context; (c) human consciousness includes an
awareness of oneself in the context of other people; (d) human beings have choices and
responsibilities; and (e) human beings are intentional, and they seek meaning, value, and
creativity.
Humanistic psychology developed in order to understand the experience of being
human, and it reflects the influence of existential philosophy and its accompanying
influence on psychology. Though humanism itself is amuch larger spectrum of thought
stemming from an ethical philosophy that affirms the dignity and worth of all people,
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humanistic psychology is interested specifically in uniquely human and largely
experiential issues such as self-actualization, hope, love, creativity, meaning, and
individuality. Championed by such psychologists as Maslow, Rogers, and Moustakas,
this approach is concerned with advancing amore holistic approach to psychology than
those previously available at the time of its inception.
Considering my personal connection to each of these modes of thinking, it is
useful to determine how they seeped from my worldview into the design of the'present
study. My woridview can be summarized according to the principles and beliefs of (a)
equality, b) valuing humanity, (c) valuing women and their perspeçtives (d)
empowerment, and (e) promoting self-betterment.

,

Equalizy
Both the feminist and humanistic approaches to psychology emphasize the
importance of equality in the counselling relationship. For the humanist, people seeking
therapy are viewed as the experts of theirown lives whose opinions are sought and
valued through the course of therapy. Older forms of therapy were built around the
premise that uninformed clients sought advice froni expertly trained therapists kho, by
virtue of their education and experience, knew what was best for them. In contrast, the
humanistic, approach views clients as already having the capacity to solve their own
problems, and with the guidance and support of their counsellors, they can learn to
augment and rely on this capacity themselves.

,

For the feminist, nurturing asense of equality is seen as paramount to establishing
ameaningful and empowering relationship between the counsellor and client. Again, the
therapist is not seen as an expert but rather as an educator and guide, someone who can
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help the client understand the greater context of their situation and realize the ways in
which they can affect change in their own lives as well.as in the larger community.
In the present research, my feminist and humanist values have shaped the way my
participants were treated through the course of the study. Thpugh Imaintained 'd
separation between their therapy sessions and my involvement as the researcher of the
study, Ipartnered with apost-secondary counselling centre that Iknew to espouse
generally humanistic approaches to therapy. The participants attended their third-party
therapy sessions and worked on their films on their own schedule and'at their own pace
with little to no contact with me.
Upon completion of their therapy and film work, the participants scheduled brief
interviews with me abbut their experience with therapeutic filmmaking.Iconducted these
phenomenological semi-structured interviews within afeminist counselling framework,
including such principles as honouring the experience and expertise of the participants,
using appropriate self-disclosure, and focusing on the participant's strengths and
attributes in.order to promote self-esteem and self-empowerment.
Valuing Humanity
A key component of my practice in general and this research in particular is
honouring each individual's humanity through technique and relationship'. This research
was approached with acuriosity about each person's experience of therapeutic
filmmaking, valuing the rich detail of each participant's story over the concrete
information Imight receive about the efficacy of this. form of therapy. Using qualitative
methodology, Iwas able to honour the participants' humanity by listening to their stories
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and validating their experiences while extracting valuable information about therapeutic
filmmaking from their various perspectives on and relationships with it.
Valuing Women and Their Perspectives
As 'a feminist in both personal belief and professional practice, it is important that
Ivalue the feminine experience. This research reflects this in various ways, including
using the humanistic qualitative design as mentioned above, using afeminist approach to
the interview portion of the research, and using' first-person cinema as the basi§ for
therapeutic filmmaking, which emerged largely as afeminist response to male-dominated
narrative filmmaking practices. The very nature of therapeutic filmmaking, as ameans by
which partidipânts are encouraged to tell their stories through an audiovisual medium, is
incredibly intimate and personal yet also public and exhibitionist. Using this medium,
with its' riáh feminist history, in the present study reflects how highly the participants'
experiences are valued. As women' svoices are often suppressed and ignored in all other
realms of their lives, here is one outlet for them to ensure they ,are listened to and,
importantly, to be validated for wanting to speak out.
Empowerment
Stemming from feminist and humanistic philosophy is the notion that amajor
goal of therapy is to help clients believe in themselves and the power they hold as
individuals to affect change in theft lives. In the feminist approach, -this relates largely to
setting and enforcing boundaries in relationships and making contributions to their larger
community through various meaningful outlets. In the present study, this goal is achieved
through encouraging participants to make films about themselves and sharing them with
their therapists and others of their choosing. The very act of making oneself the subject of
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afilm allows filmmakers to feelsmore important, more interesting, and more worthy of
being heard. Through this, as well as the humanistic and feminist approaches used
elsewhere in the study, it is hoped that the goal of helping people empower themselves
will be achieved.
Promoting Self-Betterment

-

The term self-actualization comes from Maslôw's (1943) hierarchy of needs. This
term, whiàh represents the highest order need that people strive to meet, is defined as the
inherent drive of individuals to make the best of their abilities and strive to be the greatest
person they can be. Due to the'uniqueness of each individual and the vast differences
between each person's abilities, the act of self-actualization varies greatly from person to
person. Ibelieve that ihis is indeed areal instinct that is inhernt to huthanity, though I
prefer to use the term self-betterment because it implies ai never-ending striving for selfimprovement, whereas self-actualization implies that there is an end goal and happy
stasis in the end.
Therapeutic filmmaking promotes self-betterment by providing participants with a
unique form of feedback

-

their own footage. Through this video feedback, they may be

able to isolate patterns they were unable to see before, or gain perspective on their
behaviour or how others may perceive them. This feedback, provided in the context of a
supportive therapeutic environment in which self-empowerment and self-esteem are
paramount, allows the filmmaker to make connections and isolate areas they may-want to
improve without feeling the need to act defensively against such feedback. This is an,
ideal context for people to commit to self-improvement.
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Mthodology: Qualitative Inquiry and the Phenomenological Approach
Considering the theoretical foundations that inform this research and the nature of
the research question, qualitative inquiry was chosen as the best design to set the
foundation for therapeutic filmmaking. According to Denzin and Lincoln (2000):
The word qualitative implies an emphasis on the qualities of entities and on
processes and meanings that are notexperimentally examined or measured (if
measured at all) in terms of quantity, amount, intensity or frequency. Qualitative
researchers stress the socially constructed nature of reality, the intimate
relationship between the researcher and what is studied (p. 8).
The broad realm of qualitative methodology best suits the present study in that it
encourages the exploration of experience, adivergent way of knowing, rather than the
distillation of aknown phenomenon into its parts. Further, this methodology best suits the
theoretical foundations that inform the present study. Qualitative methodology was borne
from humanistic psychology and shares some common practices and perspectives with'
feminist approaches to psychology. In this way, with its influences similar to my own,
qualitative rnethodology.is best suited to lay the foundation of what is experienced when
undertaking herapcutic filmmaking.
The particular form of qualitative methodology chosen for the present study is
phenomenology. Phenomenology was introduced in the

19th

century by philosopher.

Franz Brentano, and further elucidated by his student, Edmund Husserl (Parse, Coyne, &
Smith, 1985). Husserl is credited as being the father of phenomenology (Klein &
Westcott, 1994), though many others have influenced its development throughout the
and

20th

centuries, including existential philosophers Martin Heidegger and Jean-Paul

19th
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Sartre (Parse et al.). This form of qualitative research rests largely on the premise that
conscious phenomena contain essential structures that infuse human experience with
meaning, and the role of phenomenological research is to distil these essences in order to
understand the phenomenon.
Phenomenology struck me as the most relevant qualitative methodology for the
present stud)'. The research question was conceived of my own èxpèrience with
therapeutic filmmaking and my curiosity about whether and how it might affect others
considering the way it affected me. As such, Irequired amethodology thai would
conform to my woridview as well as address the research question by providing an
understanding of the experience of therapeutic flimmaking. Through the distillation of the
'
therapeutic filmmaking experience into its essential structures, Iwould be able to
comprehend the process by which this form of therapy aided my participants and be in a •
position: to describe what defines this form of therapy. In order

to do this with some•

accuracy, Iwould have to engage in aprocess of bracketing my experience of therapeutic
filmmaking and actively work towards removing my prejudices about this phenomenon, a
rather complicated proposal considering my relationship with it, but anecessary step
nonetheless. Phenomenology, as afounding philosophy for -the development of.
humanistic psychology, humanizes the research in the context of lived experience and
breathes life into the phenomenon under study; it connects the participants to the study
through the honouring of their subjective experience; it connects the audience with the
researcher as the narrator's voice in the tale. For these reasons, phenomenology was
chosen as the best method by which to explore the phenomenon of therapeutic
flimmaking.
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Study Design and Procedure
As mentioned in Chapter 1; the purpose of this study is to explore the
phenomenon of undertaking therapeutic filmmaking from the Client's perspective. By so
doing, it is hoped that this study will lay the foundation for the further use and study of
therapeutic filmmaking in other contexts. This study is designed to be exploratory, to
determine what it is like for participants to use this form of therapy as an adjunct to more
traditional talk therapy. It is not presented here as a "cure" or aspecific treatment for a
given therapeutic issue, but rather as an idea worth testing to determine' if it warrants
further pursuit.
When Iwas able to continue with the logistics of the research, 1approached three
post-secondary counselling services, including auniversity, acommunity college, and an
art's education institution, requesting their participation in the study. Of these, Iwas
providedinitial consent by the counelling centre at Mount Royal College (MRC) in
Calgary, Alberta. After securing approval from the University of Calgary Conjoint
Research Ethics Board, Iwas required to attain ethical permission as well from the ethics
board of MRC.
Thispopulation was sought for several reasons, including:
1. Range and Severity of Issues: Due to the nature of post-secondary counselling
and the specific resources of this particular centre, the clients expressed a
broad range of reasons for seeking counselling, from long-term depression to
relationship concerns. This breadth of experience was valued in order to
determine whether therapeutic filmmaking was helpful for avariety of
counselling issues or whether it had limitations in applicability. Further, the
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clients recruited at this counselling clinic were not in immediate crisis.
Considering the experimental nature of therapeutic filmmaking in the context
of this study, it was deemed unethical to use this form of therapy with people
in crisis, particularly whose lives and/or well-being rested on their
procurement of effective therapy.
2. Demographics: As Iwas interested in working with young adults coping with
various non-clinical psychological stressors, the option of recruiting
participants through apost-secondary institution was ideal. Myparticipants
consisted of two females and one transgender male, all of who were in their
mid- to late-twenties. The issues for which they sought counselling included
depression and relationship difficulties.
3.

Service Fees: Ensuring that participants would not have to pay any fees for
inclusion in the study, whether related to the talk therapy or their filmmaking
endeavours, was an important factor in determining recruitment sites. The
post-secondary clinic used in this study operated free of charge to students and
provided up to eight counselling sessions per student per academic year. This
was an ideal arrangement because the participants would not have to pay for
their services and, if they determined that therapeutic filmmaking was not
helpful for them, they would still have four additional sessions of therapy to
work through their issues outside the context of the study.

Uponconsultation with the head of counselling at MRC, Idetermined that four
weeks would be the ideal length of the pilot study, as clients at this particular centre
attended an average of four sessions of therapy at atime. During the study, the
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participants àttendèd weekly one-hour therapy sessions with counsellors at the clinic who
remained unaffiliated with the study. These third-party counsellors provided counselling
services to the partic
ipants as part of their mandate at the counselling centre, and they did
not participate in the study in any other way from its inception through its completion.
The counselling sessions remained private and confidential between the participants and
their counsellor's and were not shared with the researchers,of the study.
Outside of their hour per week of therapy, participants were given afree digital
-videotape and cost-free, time-limited access to video equipment such as cameras, tripods,
and editing systems and were instrubted, to create video projects about

atopic related to

their reason for seeking therapy. The participants were instructed, to spend as- much or as
little time on their projects as they wanted to, and that if they had any technical questions,
they had various resources they could consult, including myself.
Upon completion of the studs,', the participants scheduled an interview with the
res
earcher to discuss their experiences of therapeutic filmmaking. The interviews lasted
approximately one hour each and were semi-structured so that certain information could
be gathered without compromising the conversational aspect of the interview. The
interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed for data analysis. The interview transcripts
were thematically analyzed, summarized, and returned to the participants for feedback.
The participants' feedback was then incorporated into the data analysis
Recruitment occurred in several ways, including posting flyers in the waiting.
room at the MRC Counselling Centre, having the third-party counsellors refer new clients
to the study during their intake session and allowing interested clients to contact the
researcher on their own, and providing flyers to classrooms in the behavioural sciences
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and broadcasting departments. Few limits were put on who may participate in the study,
though for ethical reasons; the participants' age was limited to 18 or greater and people in
crisis were not considered:
Five participants volunteered for participation in the study. Upon recruitment,
participants met with the principal investigator individually to discuss the details about
the study, understand and sign the informed consent form, receive their free mini digital
video tape, and address any questions or concerns the participants may have had. After
this initial meeting, the participants each scheduled three sessions with one of the thirdparty counsellors at the counselling centre.
In between these therapy sessions, the participants accessed cost-free video
'recording equipment through MRC's media centre for periods of 24 hours (during the.
week) or 72 hours .(over the weekend). The participants also had atotal of 12 hours of
access to cost-free editing suites through MRC that they were free to use at their
discrefion during the media centre's hours of operation. During this time, the lead
researcher did, net contact the participants, allowing them to complete their therapy
without interference. However, the researcher remained available for guidance if anyone
initiated aquery regarding the study or the filmmaking process.
Upon completion of the three sessions of therapy, participants were expected to
contact the lead researcher to informher of their completion and to schedule an
interview. Interviews were held in private rooms at MRC and followed asemi-structured
phenomenological design. In this approach'to interviewing, participants were asked a
common question to begin the discussion, after which the conversation flowed
naturalistically. In this way, the lead researcher was able to question further into certain
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areas, gain clarification or elaboration in others, while the participants felt free to tell
their stories in their own ways. This conversational approach to interviewing honours the
participants' experiences and allows their voices and stories

to be heard and used in

context, for later analysis.
During the interviews, participants were asked general questions about their
experiences with therapeutic filmmaking along with one demographic questioii about
their age. These interviews were then transcribed and analyzed thematically in order to•
determine what were some common characteristics of the experience of undertaking
therapeutic filmmakiiig among all participants. Thematic analysis consisted of seven
stages:
1. reading the trahscribed interviews individually as awhole in order to understand
the context and tone of each;
2. breaking each transcript intosegments of meaning as determined by. the
researcher, consisting of partial sentences, fill sentences, or parts of paragraphs
from the participants' stories;
3.

sorting each segment by common elements, based on content, tone, or theme;

4. naming each pile based on the common element of its segments;
5.

going through the piles of segments to ensure that each pile was distinct and that
each segment within that pile was representative of that theme;

6. determining categories that linked piles of themes and sorting the piles by.
category; and finally,
7.

checking each theme against each whole transcript individually to ensure that
each theme was representative of the participants' stories in their original context.
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Upon completion of the data analysis, the lead researcher wrote summaries of
these themes and categories and returned them to the participants for feedback. The
participants largely supported the themes and categories discovered by the lead
researcher, though some feedback,was provided. Further, aUniversity of Alberta doctoral
candidate subjected the analysis to apeer audit, whereby this trusted colleague reviewed
the analysis process and provided feedback on its rigor and conOlusions. This feedback
was incorporated into the final thematic analysis as presented in Chapter 4.
Ethical Considerations
While relevant literature provides some circumstantial support for the usefulness
of this approach, it is still completely new and untested. As such, there are anumber of
ethical considerations to address before beginning this research. While the goal of ethical
standards is not to hinder the advancement of novel contributions to psychotherapy,, it is
important not to proceed with the development and use of therapeutic filmmaking until
certain ethical considerations have been addressed. Several themes have emerged from
the ethical analysis of this approach and my stake in it as both its founder and researcher.
Here Iwill attempt to address these concerns.
Confidentiality
In this area of inquiry, one major concern is what might constitute confidential
information. Beyond the confidentiality considerations associated with all forms of
psychotherapy and particularly counselling research, this particular approach shares with
art therapy the difficulty of distinguishing what might be considered confidential aside
from the verbal communication exchanged during therapy. According to the Canadian
Art Therapy Association's Standards of Practice (CATA, 2003), art therapists are
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required ,to consider any information exchanged during therapy through verbal and visual
avenues to be confidential. With therapeutic filmmaking, this includes any films, clips,
drawings, scripts, scenarios, and proposals produced during or for therapy . As such, all of
these are treated as confidential information and, as such, require special consideration
(CPA, 2001; CATA; Hammond & Gantt, 1998).
In the present study, such material (including electronic data stored in computers
and on videotapes) is kept confldntial through the useof password-protected computer
filing and locked storage cabinets. The researcher further protected the paiticipants'
confidentiality by, maintaining stricvboundaries between the participants' therapeutic
content (such as' the specific discussions shared with their therapists) and researchrelevant information(What was the experience of undergoing therapetic filmmaking)
.
Privacy
Hammond and Gantt ( 1998) state that the nature of the art producedin art therapy
is extremely personal and, beyond concerns about confidentiality, must sometimes be
considered as private information that should not be filed or shared with anyone who may
misinterpret the content. Withthe present research, in cases where the content of films
or anything produced during the process of fllrnmaking is deemed extremely personal,
not suitably related to the purposes of therapy, and/or opn for misinterpretation by
others, this content must be protected as private information (CPA, 2001; Hammond &
Gantt). As such, one step taken to protect such information is the researcher's decision to
exclude participant films from data analysis. For this reason, the participants films are not
referred to in the present study.
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Consent
Therapeutic filmmaking as apsychotherapeutic approach is in astage of
development and experimentation. As such, its use with participants must be done so
with their free and informed consent. This means that participants must know that the
therapy is experimental and that the consequences are presently unknown prior to giving
consent to participate in this research (CPA, 2001). Indeed, participation in therapy at this
stage of development may involve informed choices more than informed consent.
Potential participants were t
old of the possible benefits, possible ill effects and the fact
that outcomes of this form of therapy were simply unknown at this stage, potentially
leading to unanticipated effects. Knowing the potential risks involved, including that
there may be some unknown, the participants were then free to choose whether or not to
participate. The delicacy of this situation required that their participation be based on
information given under full disclosure, whereby nothing known by the therapist or•,
researcher was kept from the participant, whether it is positive or negative information
about the therapy.
The use of recorded media in research poses many ethical considerations above
and beyond those that affect all research in general. Further, the use of an experilnental
form of therapy in the present study continues to push the boundaries of what might be
considered ethical research practices: Through certain special considerations mentioned
here, along with the continued input and feedback from participants throughout the
research process, the researcher believes that these ethical concerns were adequately
addressed. Having now decided that it is possible to deal ethically with this topic if great
care is taken to do so, there is only one thing left to do: implement the research.
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Conclusion
the methods used in this project stem from adesire to answer the research
question appropriately within the context of the researcher's woridview. If indeed the
medium is the message, and the form of the research presented here is at least as
important if not more than its content, the methods discussed above provide asolid
fotindation for the',creation of aform of therapy that values equality and the human
experience. It espousespostmodem feminist and humanistic ideals, both of the researcher'
and of the research itself. While other forms or designs may have provided useful and
different interpretations of the same research question

-

such as using aquasi-

experimental design to determine the efficacy of therapeutic filmmaking in an
experimental group versus acontrolgroup

-

the phenomenology used in this study was

chàsen in order to explore theresearch question with rigor and agreat respect for my
participants and their experience. R is important for me as the researcher to ensure that if
this study proves the initial exploration of anew frontier in counselling, that such an
exploration is thorough and revealing, reflective of the explorer herself, in the context of'.
feminist and humanist practices.
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CHAPTER 4— RESULTS
Discovery: Findings on the Use of Therapeutic Film m
' aking
Given the success of various forms of art therapy in the treatment of alarge
spectrum of counselling issues and psychological disorders, Iwas curious how client
filmmaking may impact the course of thrapy. Particularly considering the success met
by introducing various aspects of film to therapy

-

whether through cinematherapy, the

use of video feedback, or collaborative filmmaking for the development of social skills

-

the impetus existed to design apilot study on the use of therapeutic filmmaking and
explore the how and the what of participants' experiences in doing so.
In the last chapter Idescribed the design ofthe present study and outlined the
methods used to collect and analyze the data. In this chapter, Iwill provide the results of
the analysis. Briefly, an introduction to the participants will be followed by the
description of the categories and themes found through the analysis. Eighty comments
were Organized into 11 themes, which were then broken into two bategories. The first
category, Mechanisms of Change, encompassed themes that expressed the participants'
subjective experienceof undergoing therapeutic transformation through the use of
therapeutic filmmaking. This category includes the themes Positive Experiences,
Feelings ofMastery, Observations on Perception, Changed Perspective of Self Changed
Perspective ofInteractions, and Humour as Healiizg.
The second category to emerge from the data, Experience of Therapy, included
themes that related directlyto the participants' experience of the therapeutic aspect of
therapeutic filmmaking. This category includes the themes The Personal as the Subject of
Filmmaking, Film as aFocusing Agent, Film as aCatalyst for Discussion, Comparison
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to Other Experiences of Therapy, and Suggestions for Improvement. Each of these will be
subsequently described.
Treatment of the Interviews
As outlined in the previous chapter, three participants engaged in afour-week
pilot study consisting of three weeks of therapeutic filmmaking followed by an interview
conducted during the fourth week. In order to maintain their privacy and confidentiality,
and knowing that deta
iled personal information would contribute ,
little to the present
study's findings, only information about participants' age, gender, and reason for seeking
therapy were collected. The participants are described as follows:
1. Madonna, a26-year-old,female post-secondary student, sought counselling to
address her clinical depression.' In the .interest of privacy,. she chose to use a
pseudonym for the purposes of this study.
2. Ben, a29-year-old transgend'er male post-secondary student, sought counselling
to discuss issues related to relationships. Though given the option not to disclose
his identity, Ben preferred to use his real name in the study.
3. The, third participant, a27-year-old female post-secondary student, sought
counselling to address her depression. She declined to us'e either her real name or
apseudonym for the present study. As suh, she 'v.ill be referred to throughout the
study as the third participant.

.

4. Two other participants initiated involvement in the present study; however, each
had to remove herself from completing her participation. One such participant, an
older adult female student, was forced to withdraw due to medical concerns that
interfered with her commitment to the study. The other participant, ayoung adult
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student, withdrew from the study when she terminated her registration as apostsecondary student at MRC; this academic withdrawal precluded her involvement
in the counselling centre where the study was held. Interviews were requested
from each of these women to gain an understanding of their experience of partial
participation, however, both declined' the interview.
During the semi-structured interviews that were held upon each'participànt's
completion of three weeks of therapy, open questions were asked to elicit adescription of
his or her experiences of undergoing therapeutic filmmaking. Iwanted to understand
what they experienced

-

the details both trivial and significant that contributed to their

overall sense of what it is to live therapeutic filmmaking; and how they experienced it

-

the mechanisms and rituals that allowed their experiences to unfold as they did.
After the taped interviews were completed they were transcribed, then the
transrits were divided into 81 fragments that were thematically analyzed. Ten themes
initially emerged, though upon secondary analysis they were collapsed into eight. Upon
consultation with the participants and apeer auditor, these were expanded into afinal
eleven. Of these 11 themes, each thought to represent adistinct aspect of the participants'
experience of therapeutic filmmaking, further divisions were made into categories based
on overarching thematic similarities. The two categories and .the 11 themes are described
throughout the remainder of this chapter.
Themes and Categories

'

In order to promote cohesion of the results, the following discussion is structured
so that each category is addressed in turn, including all the themes that fall into each.
Fragments from the original transcripts are used in the textto illustrate the various themes
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and underscore how they are cotinected by the overarching category yet remain distinct
from each, other. ,In the interest of concision, everyfragment will not be included in this
discussion for each theme under which it was grouped.
The First Category: Mechanisms of Change
While engaging in, analysis of the data, the initial impression that emerged was
that participants appeared to have learned 'something about themselves and because of
this believed that they had changed through the course of therapy. The changes they
experienced varied greatly, from making adecision about what they want and expect •
from their intimate relationships to coming to terms with the sometimes frustrating
dynamics of their family. Further, the mechanisms through which this change occurred
varied. The following ix themes emerged that tapped into the mechanisms of change that
pafticipants experienced in therapeutic filmmaking, including aheightened sense of
mastery and aloop of feedbackIobsrvation afforded through the introduction of video
footage. Each of these themes is explored in turn.,
Positive Experiences
This theme encompasses the participants' global observations about their
experience in therapeutic filmmaking. This theme was categorized under. Mechanisms of
Change because the nature of the fragments included topics that related to the
participants' experiences. of what worked for them about therapeutic filmmaking. For
example, the third participant noted that, "Ithink it's good. Ihave agood overall
impression [of my experience with therapeutic filmmaking]. Ithink it's effective." This
statement reflected the overall nature of the comments made by participants that framed
their experience as acatalyst for therapeutic change. Another such statement was made
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by Madonna, who said, "Yeah, [therapeutic filmmaking] was good. It made me quite
happy. Iwas quite pleased with it."
Participants tended to make these global comments before delving into deeper
description about the details of their experiences, such as what about the therapy, worked
for them, how it worked, and what changed. Ben commented, "I'm going to continue
using [therapeutic filmmaking] with my regular therapist, so Ilike it, and Ithink that for
me it will be really good. Idon't know about other people, but the whole concept of.
personal narratives Ithink is, something very effective for some people." Ben's comment
that he intended to continue using this form of therapy beyond the scope of the present
study exemplified his belief that it was an effective form of therapy for him that would
'continuefóstering personal growth beyond that reported in his interview. Such ,•
generalized comments reflect the overall positive experiences that participants reported of
using therapeutic fllmmàking.
Feelings ofMaste,y
This theme related to participants' perception that this form of therapy helped
them gain asense of accomplishment and mastery of anew skill through the task of
learning how to make films. Mastery is defined as a "command or grasp"
(Dictionary.com Unabridged v 1.0.1) of asubject or skill and is correlated with selfesteem Derenne &.Beresin, 2006) and psychological resilience (Hobfoll, Jackson,
Hobfoll, Pierce, & Young 2002). The participants in this study reported feeling a
heightened sense of mastery through- anumber of comments made during the interviews.
For example, the third participant's statement that "it gives you some sense of
accomplishment, too, that you can do something like [make amovie]" represented a
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common sentiment among the participants regarding their use of filmmaking. None of the
participants had abackground in film or audio-video work, so in participating in this
form of therapy they learned anew skill that was described as "fun," "interesting," and
"exciting." This sense of mastery then contributed to the overall efficacy of the therapy,
as one participant noted: "Ithink maybe because when you're depressed and you're sad
and you're waiting at home— and when you have that camera, then you have something
to do, and it distracts iou from sitting down and thinking about things. And it puts you to
an activity that's different, so that's good." And, ithportantly, it is "something you're
doing, something you're accomplishing

-

and it's not homework."

Observations on Perception'
The third theme to emerge from analysis of the transcripts that spoke to
therapeutic filmmaking's mechanisms of change was that of participants' Observations
on Perception. This theme encompassed fragments that addressed their observations
abbut the shift in perception afforded through the addition of an objective camera's lens
to their own subjective perspective. Ben noted that "Ifound it good to go and record
things and then talk about differences that Isaw from what Irecorded as to what IWas
thinking or feeling about it." In this case, the act of filmmaking followed by an
opportunity to discuss the footage and progress made with atherapist along the way
allowed him to explore what was recorded, why it was recorded, and what it means to the
filmmaker in the context of his personal therapy. As aresult, he stated that such aprocess.
"gave me some insight into some areas that Imight want to look at more closely. Why do
Ithink that way? And challenging sort of cognitively some of what Iwas thinking."
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Similarly, Madonna noted that watching herself interact with her family on tape
afforded her aperspective she had not seen before: "Ilike that sometimes Ithought I
didn't really see it like that when Iwas looking out my eyes at it." The third participant
echoed this sentiment when she said, "Because we live our lives but we can'treally
watch, it from another perspective, so when you tape things around your house and then
you watch it, Idon't know it really helps you..

.

it's kind of what you see with your own

reality when you're taping it, and then when you watch it, it helps you understand that it's
yours but it's your unique aspects of your life.'
Madonna further contributedto this theme of film as ameans of shifting
perceptions when she stated, "Iliked that Iwas taking this permanent record of things
and looking at it from the,outside." Madonna concluded that "People take home videos
all .the time just for memories or things, and there Iwas running around doing something.
that other people do for fun. Spend lots of money on acamera for. And Iwas running
around doing it for

-

getting the same fun out of it, but doing it for adifferent reason. So H

then it would capture my life. Or maybe it captured what Iwanted to 'see in my life
because Ilike things that' are funny. So perhaps that's what Ipushed into the things that I
filmed. And that helped me see what Iwanted to see in those situations, that it was
funny." It appears that for all the participants in this study, avaluable shift in perspective
occurred that shed new light on themselves, their situations, and encouraged them to view
things differently than before.
Changed Perspective ofSelf

'

The fourth theme in this category encompassed statements reflecting the, results of
the above noted shifts in perception, particularly as they relate to achanged perspective
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of the self. According to the participants in this study, viewing themselves and their
situations in different perspectives allowed them to learn about themselves in meaningful
ways and embark on therapeutic change. Such statements as Madonna's, "It's not me
against them, I'm right in there with them," suggest that her shift in perspective allowed
her to relate to her family on adifferent level. While previously she described her
hoüshold as "aggravating," she gained adifferent interpretation of it

-

and particularly

her place within in— through her exercise in filmmaking. "Maybg if Ihadn't been in the
nuthouse, Idon't know, maybe Iwouldn't have learned certain things like, maybe I'd be'
more uptight. There's probably all sorts of things Iacquired growing up in the nuthouse
that Imight not have otherwise." On her place within the context of her family, she
stated, "my thought at- the end was that it would all be happy in the end [of the film], and
Iperhaps discovered that I'm not so perfect." This -realization, in turn, led her to refrarne
her feelings around her family, so that, "It made it seem that Ihad one space in my life
that was really good. Crazy, but good."

'

Ben experienced asimilar sense of personal learning and growth through
therapeutic filmmaking. Reflecting, on his experience of filmmaking about relationships:
"So kind of exploring from what Isaw [in person] and what Itaped, you know, was my ,
expectation [for my relationship] based on what Iwas seeing? And maybe that's why the
expectation wasn't translating into what was happening [in the, relationship]." This shift
in perspective allowed him to stand back from his own lived experience and reflect on his .
own behaviour, expectations, and cognitions in away that he had been unable to before.'
Through gaining this different perspective, he noted, "Iwas in apolyamorous
relationship and there's no polyamorous.relationships around, so Iwas seeing just dyads
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[on film] and then that's not translating into atriad [in my own life]

.

.

.And you know,

maybe just realizing that adyad is just better for me." By the end of his engagement in
therapeutic filmmaking, the polyamorous relationship for which he sought counselling
ended.'
Changed Perspective on Interactions
The fifth mechanism of change that emerged from the participants was the shift in
perspective that shed new light on their interactions with others. With the video camera
as feedback, participants were able to gain adifferent perspective on how they saw and
were seen by others in their lives. Madonna illustrated agood example of this when she
noted, "Igot to see what kind of an instigator Iam and making my family act pretty crazy
and Ithought that was pretty funny." This shift in perspective
'well as learning about the way she interacted with her family

-

-

learning about herself as
then led her to change the

way she interacted withthem: "Maybe [it] made me think of them alittle different. As
sources of entertainment instead of sources of aggravation.

.

.

Idon't see them as so big

and scary, and maybe they're not so aggravating anymore." In the end, the woman who
sought counselling for depression noted that'the experience of undergoing therapeutic
filminaking, "made me think what kind of good, positive things there are to make me get
out of bed for."
Humour as Healing
The final theme to emerge under this category is the sense that humour was noted
as one way in which therapeutic filmmaking impacted on participants' experience of
change. Related. to the previous themes in that it involved ashift in perspective, the
videos represented adifferent way to view behaviours and situations than how they were
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viewed during the living of it. One participant noted that, "[filmmaking] kind of made me
look on things alittle more light-hearted and,yeah, that was good." One particular
comment succinctly summarized this theme well: "These situations are such ajoke and I
can't understand why anybody in their right mind would yell about these kinds of
things." Through this perspective, participants were able to determine that things that had
once upset them were, when interpreted in adifferent context, became rather humorous.
In making light of the heavy moments that were captured, they determined that looking 'at
themselves through ahumorous lens made their concerns less troublesome. As Madonna
concluded: "Maybe I'm more patient with them now. Maybe Ithink their insanity is
funny now and it was pretty stressful before."
The Second Category: Experience of Therapy
The remaining themes shared acommon element of relating to the therapeutic
aspect of the participants' experience. The second category, Experience of Therapy,
encompassed themes that addressed the content 'of the films and what was discussed in
session with the counsellors, as well as the participants' subjective experiences of how
the filmmaking and talk therapy sessions affected each other. Several comments were
made whereby the participants compared their experience of therapeutic filmmaking to
other forms of therapy that they had encountered in their pasts, which became atheme
that fit under this category. Finally, during the interviews, Ispecifically questioned the
participants about what they might change about this form of therapy; their suggestions
for future versions of therapeutic filmmaking constitute the final theme in this analysis.
Each theme will be explored in turn.
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The Personal as the Subject in Filmmaking
Iquestioned whether or not to include this as atheme in and of itself in the my
analysis, as the content of the sessions per se

-

what the participants discussed with their

therapists — was not an intended part of the present study. In order to maintain the
participants' privacy and confidentiality, as well as to create some distance between
myself as the researcher and their relationship with their therapists, Idid not inquire into
the content of the sessions during the interviews. However, each participant volunteered
this information during the interview process, and it appeared that delving into the
content of the sessions and their films was avaluable point of discussion. for them. As
such, Idecided it may be worthwhile to include as atheme here to allow the participants'
'experiences to emerge more fully.
This theme suggested that what was filmed often became therapeutic fodder due
to the',pérsonal nature of the content. Madonna stated, "Iwould start discussions and
filming things that happened alot and filming family discussions and pretending to be
really perfect because Iwas involved in the discussions. 'Hmm, I'm filming, so I'm
going to act like I'm so mature and dignified' but after awhile Iwas just like, 'What?'
And '
Ididn't care if that was on film." Allowing herself to "forget" the camera was there,
even while she herself was filming, provided her with the footage necessary to learn
about herself and her patterns of interaction with her family. As noted in the themes
discussed above,viewing herself from this outside perspective allowed her to appreciate
her family more and make efforts to change the way she lived and interacted with them.
Ben offered asimilar example: "Like Iwas doing

-

Ipicked relationships

-

so Idid alot

of filming of different people holding hands or whatever and then how that translated into
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my experiences." This partictilar content was personally relevant due to his interest in,
relationships and, particularly, exploring his own relationships in therapy. Through
filming content that appealed to him as relevant for later discussion with his therapist,
Ben allowed himself

-

his visual and cognitive perspectives

-

to become the subject of

'his film.
Aside from collusion with the content of the therapy, sometimes the content of the
films differed from that discussed in session. As the third participant noted: "Ididn't do
much, Ijust taped. alittle bit, like my cat and some things around the house.

.

Ithink it

helped alot." While these were not the topics brought up in session, they represented
details of her life that became useful for exploration,in filmmaking. Similarly, Ben stated,
"I didn't really have an idea of what Ivanted to [film] going in, Ithink' it'll probably end
up being the equivalent of avideo collage, but yeah. And kinda do think

-

some of my

artwork is collage, so it kind of fits ii with that. Imean, there's lots of stuff Ido that isn't
collage but, urn, Ithink it works. Ithink it represents where Iwas, which was all over the.
place!" The form of Ben's film work was symbolic of his state of mind during its
production. While this was not necessarily 'something that became atopic of focus in
session with his counsellor, it still provided ample information to reflect upon between
sessions.
Film as aFocusing Agent

,

This next theme consists of fragments relating to how participants' filmmaking
processes impacted on their ability to focus on particular aspects of their lives during the
course of therapy. Some of these comments related to the use of the film project as a
starting point in the therapy session, aspring-board from which to jump into deeper
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discussion and processing. As the third participant stated:
,what did Itape and Iwould tell her..

"[My

therapist] would ask me

Iwould tell her what Itaped and we would talk

about it more.'.' Similarly, Ben said,"I really likedit, Ifound it very helpful. Iwas ableto
sort of be a.little more focused and knew what Iwanted to talk about, and.

.

think about

things and know what I'm going to tape. And it was kind of interesting." He later'went.on
to say: "It was more directive when Icame in [for therapy], that Iwas directing what
we're going to talk about."
For Madonna, filmmaking allowed her to focus on the stressful background of her
life

-

her family

-

rather than the more obvious stressors such as school' and work. Says

Madonna: "It was nice because Iwas doing my little counselling sessions and talking
•
about different things, not necessarily to do with my family. Not to do with my family at
all. But somehow that's the stage where everything else Iwas talking about in
counselling is set. Imight not have been there to discuss, my faniily at all but that's the
background of *hat

going on: So Iwas amusing myself with the background. It's

like one less thing on your mind when you're like, 'hey, this is my family and this is the
s
ource of most of my stress probably."
Film as aCatalyst for Discussion
Related to the previous theme, this third theme emerged as film was described as
aform of expression from which therapeutic conversation freely flowed. According to
Ben, his film was acatalyst to talk about more difficult issues with his therapist. "I
actually have carried on my work with my [regular] therapist.

.

.

If in the next couple

months I'm able to get acamera or get one of my instructors to sign one out for me then
we're probably going to sort of continue, with what Ihad been doing [during the study]
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and follow up on it.

. .

Because 'Ireally found it agood place to sort of go into some

things that Ican't necessarily talk about, and so there's some stuff stuck in my head that I
-

about how Ican bring up some issues that Ihave been working on with my therapist

using this as away to do it without having to say it." He later summarized: "Because I
found [using film] sort of an easy way to express myself.".
Another way that filmmaking impacted on therapeutic discussion was through
engaging the participints in self-iefiection during the spaces in between sessions. "And 1
was also thinking about it more throughout the week," said Madonna. "That, okay, what
am Igoing to do, and why am Igoing to tape that. And so Iwasn't just thinking about it
on the, day Iwent, to go see the therapist, so.

.

.

And not in away that exhausted me,

because it was fun, so it wasn't work or taxing or anything." Ben's experience
corroborated this. "To sort of be able to do personal narratives, and some of the stuff that
I've been looking at doing is some stuff that Ihaven't broached in therapy before because
it's too difficult, so with my regular therapist Ithink it's something I'll try to do this way
because. Ithink it'll be alittle bit easier

...

.

Not having to say it. Just being able to show

what Ifilmed, and then yes it'll eventually 'come around to other things but

-

because

some of the topics I'm thinking about are very hard to broach arid to raise and stuff like•
that. I've tried other ways and alot of therapists haven't been able to wrap their heads
around it, so, but my current therapist

-

Iraised this idea [of continuing therapeutic

filmmaking with her] and she thought it was great and so we'll try that and see what
comes next."

.

As is demonstrated in the myriad comments made about the impact of filmmaking
on their process of therapy, the participants felt that it added aunique twist that benefited

them in numerous ways. Whether through enhancing communication with their therapist
or motivating them to reflect upon their processes independently, it led to several
therapeutic advantages.
Comparison to Other Experiences of Therapy
The fourth theme to emerge under the therapeutic category incorporated the
participants' observations on the differences between therapeutic filmmaking and other
forms of therapy they had experienced. - This ,
was not aquestion that was explicitly asked
during the inter'view,yet it was expressed repeatedly by all three participants in the
course of their storytelling. For example, the third participant reflected upon the
filmmaking component as qualitatively different from other forms of therapei tic
'homewOrk': "It's also not homework.
you're sad ,or depressed.

. .

. .

something that you don't want to do when

So it's something different and more fun than homework."

Ben conferred: "I've been in other forms of therapy where they say Iwant you to go
home and dothis exercise and Ikind of went away and did whateVer it is Iwanted to do
with the film, and the recording, and [Iliked] that it was non-directive." He continued on
to make adistinction between therapeutic filmmaking and art therapy: "Ireally like the
idea of creatively expres
sing things, sort of using pictures. It's kind of like aform of art
therapy, right, but Ican't draw worth crap but Ican film something... [it's also] m01e
active, rather than the static painting." Such differences between this form of therapy and
others allowed the participants aunique perspective on their therapeutic concerns and
'allowed them to express themselves in ways they were unaware were possible.
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Suggestions for Improvement

I

The participants tended to reflect upon the positive aspects of.their experiences,
though Ifelt it was important to understand what did not work for them about this foi-m
of therapy. As such, during the interview each participant was asked to express any
suggestions for improvement they may have had for future uses of therapeutic
filmmaking. The participants' concerns were primarily related to issues of resources,
such as the amount of time they had the cameras for and feeling that the therapists'

S

offices were not set up properly for in-session playback. An example of this from
Madonna: "Maybe it would have been nice to have the camera all the time, not to have it
-

ok, I've got the camera now ,
,this is what I'm going to filmnow, this what I'm going to

do. And maybe it would have been nide to haveit around all the time, to film all sorts of
useless things, things that weren't as interesting ornot

-

maybe that would have maybe

made me see this is how you spend your time. Is this how you like spending your time?

•

You know, when Iwasn't really doing anything."
Regarding in-session playback, Ben noted, "If there was more opportunity or
more of aset-up, because it became kind of challenging when Iwanted to show 'different
clips of what,I did, because [my therapist's] office wasn't set up for that., So Isort of tried
to figure out how to do it onto my laptop and then bring my laptop [to session]
so that would have made, it alittle bit better, if he was set up to do

-

...

Yeah,

not necessarily all of

it, but that Icould keep the tape to acertain place or something and then show that.
The technical aspect of it could have been better, abetter set-up, and Iwould have been
able to screen some of that footage."
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Aside from issues of resources, the only other category of suggestion related to
scheduling and having less time to participate in therapeutic filmmaking than they would
have liked. According to the third participant, "Ithink if anything was ineffective [about
therapeutic flimmaking] it was related to my schedule, or maybe if Ihad a 'camera that I
could keep it would have been more effective, maybe if Ihad acar it would have been
more effective, or maybe if Ihad more time and it wasn't in the summer and Iwasn't
traveling and working.

.

.

Idefinitely would have done something better." Ben further

illustrated this point: "Like Isay, the timing, which was just unavoidable,' but that was'
just the one thing that Ifelt was difficult because Ihad to do it all in just afew weeks, .and
that was probably the only thing that didn't work for me." Based on these suggestions, it
would appear that lengthening the period of the study as well as providing the
participants with more open access to video equipment would have improved their

,

experiences.
Composite Depiction
With the research complete and the data distilled into themes and categories, it is
useful now to turn back to my participants' stories and provide acomposite depiction of
'the phenomenon of therapeutic filmmaking. The purpose of this is to outline the essence
of the phenomenon of therapeutic filmmaking based on the data, to allow readers as
ense
of what the distilled themes and categories might look like as an experience, rather than
as groups of meaningful segments. It is acomposite depiction bringing together elements
of all the participants' stories, allowing the themes to take on new meaning in the context
of totality. It is, as Husserl may put it, adescription of what therapeutic filmmaking might
look like as lived in the world.
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Iwas attracted to therapeutic filmmaking because it represented a
creative and active approach to counselling. Ihave experience with other forms
of counselling in the past that have helped me in various ways, but they were all
traditional in the sense that they were somewhat therapist-directed and based on
talking through my issues. JThen Iheard about therapeutic filmmaking, Iwas
drawnto how unique it sounded, that it involved an activity rather .than
homework. It

as something Icould do an my oi)n and about whatever Iwanted.

Aside from that, filmmaking itself is fuii

-

it's engaging, cool, interesting, and

something Iam interested in pursuing, regardless of its therapeutic value. Ihave
heard of qrt therapy before' and the concept of visual narratives, and !figured if
those forms of therapy 'can work with others, Imight as well give therapeutic
filmmaking atry.
During the process of therapy, alternating between filmmaking on my own
and talking through things with atherapist, Iwas able to direct my counselling in
ways that were most relevant for me. Iwas able touse my film as astarting point
for my conversation with my therapst and then the direction of that discussion
would often go all over the place from there. In the end it would all relate, and
just asfilmmaking gave me something to think about in therapy, the therapy part
gave me something to think about with my film, too.
What Ifound helpful about this form of therapy was that it allowed me
some perspective on what is going on in my life. Igot to see what Ilook like and
howl inteact with other people, and Igot to compare myself to other people I
taped, and Ialso got to see what it is that Idecided was worthfilming. In this

,
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way, Iwas able to determine things about myself that Ididn't know before, or that'
'
tso apparent. From there, Iwas able to talk about it in counselling and

figure out what that means to me. It was really eye-opening

-

Ilearned alot••

about myself Also, in the process of learning about myself 'Idiscoveréd that there
are ways Ican change the things that aren 't working so well in my life. Ican
change howl interact with people and howl live my life so that Ican improve the
things Isought counselling for. In many, ways, Ihave already, started changing the
things Ican change, and for the things .1can 't change Ican at least see them in 'a
different way now. In this way, therapeutic filmmaking was very helpful fOr me.
Having said thai therapeutic filmmaking is not perfect. There are ways
that, it can work better for' people who use it, like having more access to
equipment and having the therapists equipped to watch some video in session. I.
think alonger period of time would have been better too, ' with less distraction
from other thing, like school and work ireally enjoyed what Iwas doing but I
felt like I'didn '
thave enough time to do all the things Iwanted to., Iliked
therapeutic filmmaking and Ithought it was helpful for me, but Ido think there
are ways it could become more effective.
Through' the lengthy research process, Iwas able to get asense of what it was like
for these three individuals to experience therapeutic filmmaking. Further, Igathered
information that allowed me to review my new form of therapy and determine that it is
'indeed worth building upon through further research, and that it may serve as auseful
approach in working with future clients in practice. Above all," Ishared an experience
with the participants that appeared to affect us all in similar ways. Similar to my own
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experience of personal filmmaki
ng in an academic context, the participants felt that their
own personal filmmaking contributed to self-growth and therapeutic change. In this way,
the study addressed 'the research questions and encouraged me to continue pursuing the
development of this noyel form of therapy.
Summary
In this chapter,I outlined the results of the thematic analysis of the participants'
interviews. Two categories emerged, comprised of 11 themes that reflected various
aspects of the experience of undergoing therapbutie, filmmaking. The tvo categories
•included themes addressing the experience of change noted by the participants and the
therapeutic process involved in this form of therapy. Through this analysis, Ihave a
greater depth and breadth of understanding of the mechanisms through which change
occurs in therapeutic filmmaking,

as well as what sorts of changes may occur during the

process. Further, Ihave heard how participants perceive this form of therapy as different
from others they have. experienced, and welcomed their suggestions for improvement.
Throughout the chapter Iincorporated fragments of the participants' transcripts to
exemplify the various themes presented; these fragments allowed the participants' voices
to emerge with clarity and illustrated the subjective experience Of undergoing therapeutic
filmmaking.

,
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Figure L.
Categories and their respective themes.
Category

Theme

PosiTivE EXPERIENCES

FEELINGS OF MASTERY

Mechanisms. o
Change

OBSERVATIONS ON PERCEPTION

CHANGED PERSPECTIVE OF SELF

CHANGED PERSPECTIVE OF INTERACTIONS

HUMOUR AS HEALING

THE PERSONAL AS THE SUBJECT IN FILMMAKING

FILM AS A FOCUSING AGENT

Experience of
Therapy

FILM AS A CATALYST FOR DISCUSSION

COMPARISON TO OTHER EXPERIENCES OF
THERAPY

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
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CHAPTER 5—
A DISCUSSION OF A COSMIC JOURNEY: THERAPEUTIC FILMMAKING
Relationship Between the Findings and the Literature
The experiences reported by the participants reflect many of the research findings
associated with the use of film and video in therapy, as

well

as other forms of art therapy

as presented in Chapter 2. In this section, Ihighlight the similarities and differences
between my own findings in the present research and what has been published in the
literature. In the interest of structure, the following discussion is broken into themes.
Some themes will not be included in this discussion due to their specificity to the present
study. The theme of Suggestions for Improvement will not be included in this discussion
as it is directly relevant to the present research and would not be reflective of past
literature. Similarly, the theme Comparison to Other Experiences of Therapy is specific
to the experiences of m' participants engaging in therapeutic filmmaking, and as such
cannot be linked to the literature regarding other expressive therapies. Further, the themes
Changed Perspective of Self and Changed Perspective ofInteractions will be addressed
together as Learning and Change through Perspective as previous literature has indicated
that, these issues as interrelated. The remaining themes that were discovered during the
course of the present research can be linked to previous research on creative and

,

expressive therapies. In the following discussion, each theme will be explored in turn.
Positive Experiences. The enthusiasm espoused by the three participants in the
present study was also found by McNiff and Cook (
1975), who reported increased levels
of participation in therapy when film was included in the process. Further, in the
therapeutic journey of awoman with anorexia

-

an illness known for clients' resistance to

19
therapy

-

Boisvert (2003) reported on the efficacy of photography as part of healing. This

finding is also found more generally in art therapy. Betensky (
1995) reported using art
therapy for the, treatment of anorexia with agirl who would barely whisper when
speaking with her therapist yet became "lively" (p. 113) when the §ubject turnedto
drawing. The description of therapeutic filmmaking as fun and interesting and engaging
on multiple levels fits the literature on the use of art, film,.and video in therapy.
Feelings ofMastery. This theme, though not addressed explicitly in the.literature
on the use of film and video in therapy, is corroborated by evidence in the art therapy
literature. Here, art therapy has led to incr
eased feelings of mastery in anumber of
studies (e.g., Appleton, .2001; Hartz & Thick, 2005; Teirstein, 1991). Further, nearly all
the film- and video-based studies addressed in Chapter 2reported increases in
participants' self-esteem, which is aconstruct that is positively óorrelated with feelings of
mastry (Derenne & Beresin, 2006). Though not explicitly addressed in that research, it is
possible that feelings of mastery contributed to the increased levels of self-esteem found
in those studies.
Observations on Perception. The participants in the present study reported a
usefäl element of feedback that they garnered from watching their footage, related to
such issues as patterns of interaction with others and understanding what they were
drawn to as material for their films. This feedback corroborated evidence found by such
researchers as Furman ( 1990) and Chin et al. (1980), who determined that video playback
Wallowed their participants to observe patterns and behaviours of their own. This form of
feedback, according to Furman, was particularly useful because the partici$nts observed
it themselves and came to their own conclusions about their behaviour, rather than being
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told by an authoritative other (i.e., an adult or atherapist) that could be felt as judgmental
or prescriptive.
Learning and Change through Perspective: Beyond achieving ashift in
perspective, my participants found that they were able to use this information to create
therapeutic change for themselves. These reported therapeutic gains have also been
discovered by many others in research with film and video in therapy. For example,
Arnott and Gushin ( 1976) reported therapeutic gains such as heightened self-esteem,
improved social skills, and greater impuls
econtrol due to the process of filmmaking.
Gardano ( 1994) also noted improved behaviour, better relationship with peers, and
increased self
-esteem among her participants. Furman(1990) as well noted that his
participants' experience of objective feedbck through video work prompted them to
change in meaningful ways.
Humour as Healing. In relation to the literature presented previously in Chapter 2,
this theme stands out as unique to the present study. Thoigh humour has previously been.
addressed as ahealing component of therapy (e.g., Bodansky, 2004; Franzini, 2001), my
survey of the literature on film and video in therapy did not reveal any link between the
use of film and video and client experience of humour. This difference reveals anovel.
outcome in the present study that is worth exploring further in future research.
The Personal as the Subject in Filmmaking. Though the specific cinematic
content used by my participants is unique to each of them and theif own unique stories, it
is still interesting to note that the personal nature of their filmmaking endeavours is
another outcome of the present study that was not found in previous literature. Previous
studies that examined the use of film- orvideomaking in therapy did not focus
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participants on personal filmmaking and instead used these media to create fictional
narratives unrelated to the participants' therapeutic concerns. In the present study, the
personal lives of the participants became their cinematic subject matter, and through this
personal focus they were able to achieve therapeutic gains.
Film as aFocusing Agent and Film as acatalyst for Discussion. Similar to the
previous theme, these final themes are not reflected in the previous literature because the
format of filmmaking .
and tlierpy proposed in the present study differs from previous
studies looking at the use of film and video in therapy. Due to this difference in format,
previous studies did not address the effets of filmmaking on participants' course of
therapy. As such, these themes represent new findings on how film and video impact on
therapy and advance therapeutic gains for participants.
New Findings. Emerging From Therapeutic Filmmaking
Beyond corroboration with past research, the present study represents some novel
findings. Firstly therapeutic filmmaking is itself anew approach to therapy, contributing
to the literature an innovation in how film and therapy can interact. Further, this
qualitative study contributed adeeper understanding of the experience of using film in
therapy than previous quantitative studies. Allowing the participants to express in their
own words what it was like for them to engage in this form of therapy, valuable
information was gained about how the process of therape
utic filmmaking was
experienced, what therapeutic gains were experienced according to the participants who
benefited from them, and what factors may have improved their experience and deepened
further their feelings of self-growth.
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New -information emerged in this study that was unexpected based on past
literature. For example, while past research showed that using film and video in therapy
provided feedback for the participants and allowed them to see themselves from an
outsider's perspective, the present study went further as participants revealed how this
feedback then contributed to changes in their patterns of behaviour and assisted them in
decision-making processes. Further, while past research addressed how filmmaking
contributed to heightened self-esteem and social skills among participants, in the present
study the participants drew distinct links between their experience of therapeutic
filmmaking and: (a) feelings of mastery, (b) shifts in perspective that contributed to them
altering negaive attribution patterns, and, (c) lowered feelings of depression. Further,
filmmaking impacted on the course of therapy by providing focus to both the sessions
and participants and promoting dicussion of difficult topics. Such unexpected findings
encourage me to delve deeper into my understanding of what may be achieved through
this new approach to therapyand justify further use and exploration into the emerging
efficacy of therapeutic filmmaking.
Summary ofResearch
Ibegan the process of research with acuriosity stemming from my own
experience of gaining therapeutic benefit from the creative, expressive process of
filmmaking. Retroactively exploring my own experience and comparing it in
conversation to other filmmakers' experiences, Ibegan to formulate the questions that
later became the basis of the present study. Iwanted to apply the process of filmmaking
to atherapeutic context and, understand the subjective experience of undergoing
therapeutic filmmaking. ' While exploring the possible directions of this research, I
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determined that amethod based in phenomenology would best address my curiosity
through the explication of the participants' essential subjective experience with
therapeutic filmmaking. This understanding would allow me

-

as the creator of this form

of therapy— to determine whether or not it would be worth pursuing further in future
research and practice endeavours. Moreover, it would satisfy my curiosity whether others
would experience the act of personal filmmaking as therapeutic and growth-inspiring, as I
had some years before.
Gathering the data proved more difficult than expected. More participants were
interested in participating in the study than how many actually could, considering such
constraints as time and prior commitments. Part of this was due to recruiting participants
through apost-secondary institution where clients would often not attend more than three
or four sessions in an academic year. This was also partly due to the lack of integration
between the therapeutic filmmaking component of the therapy and the traditional talk
therapy, which were treated as separate entities in order to avoid ethical confusion. For
clients who often juggled post-secondary education with working and family
cbmmitments, committing to an hour of therapy per week plus aseparate component of
making their own film vas simply too much. Despite these drawbacks, five people did agree to participate in the research,
though two had to withdraw along tbe way. The three remaining participants completed
their therapy components ;experienced personal filmmaking, and provided me with
descriptive interiiews regarding their experiences. During these interviews, my
participants imparted details about their processes in this study and allowed me insight
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into the phenomenon of therapeutic filmmaking. These interviews were then transcribed
and analyzed, and the participants and apeer auditor verified this analysis.
The thematic analysis resulted in two categories that encompassed 11 themes. The
first category, Mechanisms of Change, included six themes: Positive Experiences,
Feelings ofMastery, Observations on Perception, Changed Perspective ofSelf,CThanged
Perspective ofInteractions, and Humour as Healing. This category included themes that
described the mechanisms through which participants achieved therapeutic change. The
second category, Experience of Therapy, included five themes: The Personal as the
Subject in Filmmaking, Film as aFocussing Agent, Film as aCatalyst for Discussion,
Comparison lo Other Experiences of Therapy, and Suggestions for Improvement. The
themes that constitute 'this second category described the experience of undergoing
therapeutic filmmaking as aform Of psychotherapy.
With the data analyzed, Iengaged in the final step of the research process by
writing my thesis. This task was monumental in the sense that Ihad never written any
work, particularly of an academic nature, of such significance. This significance
encompassed several layers, including the §heer size of the task, as well as the personal
significance it represented for my own growth as an academic, apsychologist in training,
and aperson as awhole. Parallel to the process of writing this thesis, Iengaged in the
self-reflective process of creating apersonal film. Through this outlet, Iwas able to gain
some understanding of the difficulties Ifaced in bringing this project to fruition. My film,
though still incomplete at the time of this writing, provided arenewed sense of the
significance of film for the well-being of those who choose to use it.
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Personal Reflections
Throughout this process Ihave been guided by curiosity

-

wondering whether the

participants would experience personal filmrnaking similarly to my own

-

as well as

passion for the counselling process and the creative, active, storytelling act of
filmmaking. In qualitative research it is often stated that aresearcher must start with himor herself; it is useful to end there as well. My experience of parallel filmmaking allowed
me to turn inwards

-

back to where Ibegan when the initial fragments of thought began

solidifying into aresearch topic, cosmic dust swirling in avast emptiness towards the
embryonic stages of aplanet.
The short documentary film Icreated during the research process allowed me to
explore and express the personal journey Iembarked upon as part of this study. Entitled
Through My Lens: Self-Explorations Through Filmmaking, this personal film relied
largely on my own narration, first-person footage, and archival footage from films Imade
in the past. The process of filmmaking felt as though it paralleled the process of research,.
as well as the process of my participants engaged in therapeutic filmmaking. It bonded us
together in acollective experience. Ifelt as though this changed me; this changed how I.
interacted with the research, how Iengaged with the participants, and most importantly
allowed me, to learn from this study in ways Inever thought possible. Ilived this study, I
breathed it, and Icreated with it. This allowed me aperspective, from the inside as a
participant, from the outside as aresearcher, that no other form of research could have
achieved.
As outlined in the film, which is still in post-production, Ihave learned several
things while conducting this research. Engaging in this form of research has allowed me a
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different perspective on my own experience of therapeutic flimmaking, allowing me to
re-evaluate its impact on me. My appreciation for its place in my life has grown, and I
have recognized the lasting nature of its effects. Further, Ihave had the privilege to gain
insight into how this form of filmmaking affected those who did not have previous
experience with it. Some of the, results were expected based on my own experience as
well as previous findings inthè literature, such as the enthusiasm espoused for this
medium and how it allowed participants to gain -insight into their lives. Some other
results came as surprises; such-as the humour associated with this form of therapy, how
well it integrated into the therapy as- acatalyst for discussion, and how it was favourably
compared to Other
'
forms of therapy. Iengaged in this research with curiosity and
enthusiasm; Inow ,finish it inspired. The positive reactions of.my participants and the
supportive interest of peers and research contributors have motivated me to pursue
therapeutic filmmaking in greater depth, greater breadth, and renewed passi9n.
The documentary film, when completed, will accompany this manuscript in DVD.
format. It provides the final piece of the puzzle and represents the holistic completion of.
this study. As the audience, both the reader of this manuscript and the viewer of the film,
it allows for adeeper relationship with the-material, with me as the researcher, and with-V
the experience of therapeutic filmmaking. You are invited to engage with-this research on
avisual level and an emotional one, and that may allow you to absorb the information
presented here not as an exercise in academics, but rather as alived human experience.
Limitations
Given the nature of the present study, various limitations apply. Being a
qualitative study more concerned with depth of understanding than breadth of

-
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applicability, only three participants were included in the analysis, thus the results are not
generalizable to larger populations. Further, these participants were similar to each other
in terms of age, ethnicity, and status , as post-secondary students. As such, it is difficult to
say whether the results noted in this study would occur for other people, as many
participant variables were not considered here.
Another limitation relates to the nature of the present study as based on atrial run
of therapeutic filmmaking. While many people collaborated to make this pilot study
work, such as the various third-party counsellors at MRC who agreed to act as. therapists
as well as the media services department that lent out their equipment for free, the
therapy itself was not cohesively organized as aservice-inclusive program.

A5 such,

'.difficulties arose around the limited access to equipment, working around therapists'
schedules,, and requiring the '
participants to liaise between the counselling centre and the.
media services departiient themselves. This lack of cohesion may have complicated the
therapy experience for the participants and contributed to an overall lack of external
validity. This form of therapy was designed around the purposes and resources of the
present study; as such, it is difficult to say how similar such therapy would be inreal.4ife
practice in anon-research setting.
The purpose of this study was to explore what is the experience of undergoing
therapeutic filmmaking

-

in both theory and design, it was meant to be an exploratory

look into anovel form of therapy. This exploration was intended to determine whether
'this form of therapy was worth delving into further

-

beyond this initial exploration

-

and, if so, to lay, the foundation for future research and practice. Considering the support
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given by the participants through their,
testimonials, it appears that afoundation exists
uponwhich to build therapeutic filmmaking further.
Implications of the Study
•

The implications that emerge from the present study can be categorized into three

parts. Considering the nature of this research as the exploration of anew form of therapy,
it lays the foundation ' for the further development, practice, and research of therapeutic
filmmaking. The first category of implications involves the theoretical framework that,
informs how therapeutic filmmaking may be further developed and how this foundational
study , may be built upon. A second categ9ry of implication addresses the future practice
of therapeuti6 flimmaking, and what it means for the practice of counselling psychology.
Lastly, the third category of implications suggests how this study may serve as the
starting point for future research. Each of these layers will be explored in turn.
Theoretical Implications

,

In order to proceed with the further development of therapeutic filmmaking, it is
helpful to produce atheoretical framework from which to jump forth. The research
presented here allows for the creation of atheory of therapeutic filmmaking that can be
altered, tested, and built upon in future endeavours. Iconceptualize therapeutic
filmmaking as an approach to therapy rather than atechnique, one steeped in the
traditions of art and narrative therapies and supported by the success of other film- and
video-based treatirtents. This approach is client-directed, active, expressive, and based on
astorytelling medium. Assuch, various core components of atheory of therapeutic
filmmaking become apparent:

(
a) clients are capable of directing the course of their

therapy in ways that promote self-growth and therapeutic change; (b) engaging clients
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actively in their therapy sessions promotes deep personal investment and intrinsic
motivation to participate and continue in their therapy; (c) providing aprocess-based
outlet' for clients to express themselves contributes to therapeutic growth and promotes
positive therapeutic outcomes; (d) providing clients access to astorytelling medium and,
creating asafe environment for them to express their stories (i.e., being asupportive
audience) further contributes to therapeutic change.
This rough theoretical 6amework proposed as aguide for the use of therapeutic
filmmaking has ,distinct parallels to numerous formerly established approaches to
psychotherapy. My client-directed approach is reminiscent of Rogers' deeply humanistic
person-centred therapy (Rogers, 1948). The great valuation of creative human expression
is 'clearly ,linked to the principles 'of art therapy (Maichiodi, 2001), and the reference to
the importance of the process of that expression specifically ties into the Gestalt art therapy -approach (Rhyne, 2001). Finally, the assumption that storytelling can be
therapeutic reflects strongly the position espoused by proponents of narrative therapy
(White & Epston, 1990).
The theoretical framework provided here is intended to serve as aroughguide for
the further development, research, and practice of therapeutic filmmaking. It is in no way
representative of acomprehensive theory, but rather the skeletal beginnings from which
future contributions are meant to flesh out, embellish, and complete. This framework will
help future contributors, including myself, to have abasis from which to start our further
explorations. It is hoped that in time this humble beginning will flourish into an
elaborated theory based in experience, practice, and research.
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Implications for Counselling Practice
The purpose of this study is to understand the experience of undergoing
therapeutic filmmaking, and an underlying implication of that is its further development
•and use as atherapeutic approach. As mentioned previously, Iintend therapeutic
filmmaking to emerge as an approach to therapy rather than atechnique. Considering its
parallels with narrative and art-based therapies and its basis as ahumanistic approach, it
is difficult to separat6 the practice of therapeutic filmmaking from this rich informative.
context.
As adistinct approach, therapeutic fihiimaking holds some implications for
counselling pactice. One implication is its unique use of the filmmaking process to
address specific therapeutic concerns. Previous therapists and researchers have used
creative filmmaking in group contexts around non-personal subjects. In this approach to
therapy, filmmaking is proposed as, an individual endeavour of avery personal nature.
With minimal technical guidance, clients who have no experience with film or video
equipment can easily and quickly learn how to master an exciting and engaging medium
and begin the process of turning the lens on themselves. This is anovel contribution to
the field of counselling and has many implications for use with avariety of client
populations. Some populations it may be particularly helpful with include people coping
with social issues (i.e., relationship difficulties, social anxiety, low communication skills,
etc.), low self-esteem, depression, body image issues, and intrapersonal difficulties (e.g.,
repression, lack of insight, denial).
Certain limitations may apply in the use of therapeutic filmmaking in counselling
settings. Though my participants in this study did not feel that their experiences of
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therapeutic filmmaking were harmful to them, it is very possible that some populations
may not benefit from this form of therapy. This approach may be contraindicated for
clients with limited mobility, as the physical inability to operate acamera and editing
system may prove harmful to their self-esteem. However, one way -to make therapeutic
filmmaking more accessible is to encourage clients with limited mobility to enlist the
help of others in their filmmaking endeavours, bolstering mastery skills and self-esteem
through delegation and the completion of an artistic creation that is largely considered
among the realm of the able-bodied.
This study represents numerous implications for counselling practice. The
introduction of anew form of therapy promotes its experimentation in various contexts,
which will in turn inform further development and research on the topic. It also
encourages counsellors to broaden their perspectives regarding therapeutic approaches
and techniques. While therapeutic filmmaking is only in its infancy, it is hoped that its
use in counselling practice will spur its growth and lead to further contributions to the
field.
Suggestions for Further Research
Beyond the theoretical development and the counselling practice of therapeutic
filmmaking, another implication of the present study is for future research endeavours.
One suggestion for future research involves the development of amore systematic and
cohesive form of therapeutic filmmaking for future study. In this new format, thetherapy
and filmmaking components will not be so separate. Participants will have greater access'
to cameras, such as having them for one- or two-week loan periods rather than 24-hours
at atime. Further, rooms in which the therapy sessions are held will support the use of
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video playback as acatalyst for further in-session discussion. Lastly, the new format of
therapy will include longer engagement in, the process, ideally allowing the participants
to terminate therapy on their own time rather than at the conclusion of adiscreet period.
This will allow the experimental therapy to act more like it would in practice, and offer a,'
more robust and valid account of what experiencing such therapy would be like.
Another suggestion for future research is to employ therapeutic filmmaking as a
treatment option for people with Various distinct issues. While the present study aimed to
recruit people coping with various issues, future studies should look at more specific
reasons for seeking therapy. Some suggestions for potentially fruitful future endeavours
include using' therapeutic filmmaking with people struggling with eating disorders, using
therapeutic filmmaking as an exercise 'in couples counselling, attempting this form of
thera
py with arange of population ages from youth, to older adults, etcetera. At the
beginning stages of the development of therapeutic filmmaking, any application may
prpve rewarding in future research. Simply put, the door is wide open.
Iam presently in the process of developing asecond study on the use of
filmmaking in therapy, this time using ahope-focused perspective. Perhaps the process of
filrnmaking will allow participants the opportunity to immerse themselves in their stories
and feelings of hope, restoring wellness and afuture orientation to those who need it
most. Ihope that interested readers of this manuscript will be inspired to use therapeutic
filmmaking in their own ways
own unique experience.

-

'

with their own population, their own context, and their
.
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Conclusions
Standing at the destination of my cosmic journey, Ilook back through the
darkness Ihave blundered .
through and reflect upon the journey of undertaking this
research. This journey has not always been elegant; pleasurable, or easy, but it has left me
with agreat sense of accomplishment. While thepresent study has its weaknesses and
limitations, and Ihave learned along the way many lessons about how and how not to
conduct research, Iam struck with gratitude at how it all came to fruition. Iam. grateful
for the wonderful contributions of my esteemed participants, the artful guidance of my
thesis supervisor, the helpful feedback of my peer auditor, and the benevolent support of
the third-party counsellors and their counselling centre. Iam grateful for the opportunities
given me along the way, and the unrelenting support Ihave received.
Amid swirling gases, cosmic heat, and surging electricity, the planet of
therapeutic filmmaking came into being alongside the likes of art and narrative therapies.
It is still in aformative stage, still in the process of becoming, but it has already begun to
resemble its adult form. Istand before it and feel both happy for its existence and fearful
for its future. Ihope it will survive. Ihope interested others will take up the cause and
begin to chart this planet in their own ways, from their own perspectives. Ihope this does
not end here, with me With such implications for the future

-

for theoretical development' Ihopethis is just the beginning.
-

for practice, for research,
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